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1) Marissa and Tanner Stover show their holiday and school spirit at the 
annual Halloween Carnival.  2) In what might surprise their high-school 
counterparts, the elementary kids form a perfect line for a perfect picture. 
3) Senior Shay Horton thinks back to fun days on the playground. 4)
Trevor Keysaw and company kill time while waiting to be judged at the 
school’s preliminary science fair. 
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Introduction 2 

Cougars Give Back! Pink Week united the school, the students, the staff, and the community members to raise $10,000. The money was given to two 
families to help offset medical bills due to cancer treatment. The week was chock-full of a variety of activities to raise both spirit and funds. Everyone 
is thankful to the many sponsors who donated money and items to contribute to both the silent and live auction. The week was a complete success! 

Thank you to everyone for your support! 



Shepp Campbell and Michael Kerr work together to fix 
the measuring wheel they were using in their math class 
with Mr. Sheets. 

Mikyh Hernandez is relaxing while reading Tumble  
Bumble during reading time. “I like looking at the pic-
tures and I can’t wait until I can read the stories,” Mi-
kyh said when asked how he felt about the book. 
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The Prostart class is shown here enjoying four dif-
ferent kinds of salad that were made during their 
salad unit. 

   The best way to define this year’s 
theme — “True Colors” — might be to 
look to that old phrase, “Out with the 
old and in with the new.”  
   In an effort to live up to our re-
vamped mission statement, we have 
found innovative ways to make 2010-
2011 a year to remember.  
   Students have been pumped full of 
excitement for most things Cougar, and 
it is no surprise that we have had a 
number of successes.  
   On the academic end, we secured full-
accreditation from the NCA, receiving 
several high marks, especially at the ele-
mentary level. These outside evaluations 
show that students and staff have 
stepped it up over the past few years to 
truly meet 21st century standards. 
   As far as the PAWS test is concerned, 
the high school came in number one in 
reading and number six in science. 
Third grade made gains as well, taking 
thirteenth spot out of forty something 
districts.  
   When we weren’t hitting the books, 
many of the high school students were 
involved in Mr. Walker’s “SupaFanz,” a 
rowdy gathering of Cougars fans who 
helped rally athletes and fans at all 

home games.   
    In addition to the gains on the sports 
and scholarly levels, there were achieve-
ments with student relations as well. 
Mrs. Gion, the new school guidance 
counselor, set up a tutoring program for 
middle school students who need help. 
Sophomores, juniors, and seniors vol-
unteered to assist these kids. This at-
mosphere of service learning was con-
tinued at the elementary, where kids 
made blankets for local families and 
walked dogs at the animal shelter.        
   We also have several students that are 
All-State in various sports. Athletes 
Jesse Brown and Tim Maul took All-
State in football, and Tyson Lone Bear 
took the spot in basketball.  
   Moreover, we have many students 
that are 2A Southwest Conference Play-
ers of the Year. These students include 
Jesse Brown, Tyson Lone Bear, Roger 
Wagon, Amanda C’Bearing, Josee Vo-
gel, and Tristan Yellowplume. 
   While we certainly have room for fu-
ture improvement, this year has been a 
step in the right direction. Please enjoy 
as we take a look back over this very 
positive journey.     

Rohnnie Ward, Jade Ann Carroll, Carson Stansfield, Owen McAdams, and Devyn An-
tone celebrate the tied blanket that they made for the elderly in the community. The new 
k-12 counselor, Mrs. Sennett, facilitated this activity in a Lights On initiative to spark 
volunteerism at the elementary.   



With her roller-colorful kicks, Katelyn 
Downing is ready to take charge of 
the sunny weather. 

Valedictorian Sierra Collver’s climb to success 
began at an early age, even if it was just to help 
with the dishes.  

Kim Steinhoff shows her angelic side 
in this photo op.  

Summer fun is seen all over Anna 
Blankenship’s watermelon-covered 
face.  

Ever the director, Hailey Norris tells the camera-
man how to capture her best side.   

Raised in the cowboy way, little bucka-
roo Cody Scott is can’t wait to get back 
to the rodeo with his family.  
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Dressed to impress, charmer 
Tim Maul is geared up for a 
night on the town.  

It’s a pretty rare day when Luke 
Bappe doesn’t go the extra mile to 
bring a smile to the faces of fellow 
students. 

Jordan C’Bearing may be quiet, but that 
doesn’t slow down his good-natured 
mischievousness. 

Capturing Excellence From the Very Beginning 



Never afraid to smile, Randi  
Williams laughs in excitement.  

Always ready for adventure, Tami LaJeunesse mounts 
up for a ride with her grandpa.  

Nikki Cooper poses in front of 
Ocean Lake before returning to the 
family fun.  

Rebecca Lundberg is as quick to 
encourage peers as she is to push 
herself to new heights.  

Showing off his comical side, 
Brandon Jennings sports a hat a 
little too large. But it fits perfectly 
with his big and open personality.   
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Matthew Murdock smiles for the cam-
era during a childhood photo shoot.  

Blonde hair and all, Sam Middel-
stadt flashes a toothless smile 
before hitting the baby-sized gym.  

Hands up, eyes forward, Hope 
Hoffman is ready to capture her 
future.  

It is hard to tell how sassy Jody 
Johnson can be from this shot, but 
she can sure raise a ruckus.   

Shay Horton shows this box whose boss while 
delivering some laughs.   
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During Pink Week, the seniors were not afraid to strut their school 
spirit, and often came in first during the competitions.  

As readers will soon begin to notice, this batch of seniors was all about 
the group shot, especially here in D.C. on the Close Up trip.  

-Annawyn Blankenship 
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The senior class of 2011, also known as the “Chosen Ones,” got the pleasure of tearing clothes and 
other fabric apart to wrap around the WR for the burning of the statue later Homecoming night.  

“If a person runs into the future, 
they have to be prepared for the 

unknown called life.” 
                 -Coleman Stanger 

“I want to pursue a career in 
teaching music.” 

    -Marq Washakie 

“I’m going to become a mechanical engi-
neer, and later in life, travel the world as a 
food critic, and then later become Presi-

dent of the USA.” 
   -Tim Maul 

“I’m going into the Air 
Force to be an aerial 

gunner.” 
 -Hailey Norris 

“The game.” 
       -Matthew Murdock 



      A flood of excitement washes over the 

high school, an exuberance observed in the 

halls and throughout the classrooms as the 

seniors show off their proofs and chatter 

about graduation announcements.   

      Brandon Jennings says, “There may not be 

many of us, but we are a strong class.”  

      From FFA to senior-level athletics, where 

everyone is competing to be on top, these 23 

young adults have a variety of interests that 

have been displayed since they were just kin-

dergarteners. For example, Sierra Collver, 

along with Nikki Cooper and other students, 

have competed with one another through aca-

demics showing how they sincerely care about 

their grades. 

     In a seemingly brief moment, the seniors 

will be nervously awaiting in the library, pre-

paring to make the walk to the gym where they 

will show off all of the hard work they be en-

dured throughout school.  

      By the time they reach the podium, they 

will all have feelings that maybe only they can 

explain.  

      Hailey Norris expects to feel accomplished 

and relieved along with other feelings while 

Jordan C’Bearing will be excited to see what 

else the world has to offer after the hats are 

thrown in the air and he leaves the school 

parking lot with his fellow classmates as one of 

the graduates of the class of 2011.  

“We may be getting older, and some may be scared of what 
comes next, but it is a journey that we will embark on with open 

minds, and hopefully come out on top.” 
                           -Jody Johnson 

“As soon as I graduate, I 
want to join the PRCA.” 
  -Cody Scott 

“I want to study a bunch of types of engineer-
ing: mechanical, civil, and so on. This way I’ll 

have options.”  
                                    -Tanner Gilliland 

Nikki Cooper looks glamorous in her 
big-city, D.C. shades. 

Coleman and Jordan attempt to dive 
into the deep in D.C. watering hole. 

While in Washington D.C, the seniors bought funky shades to show their true colors. They had a blast 
and got to know their fellow classmates as people instead of just how they knew them in school.  

Cody Scott gives us a double-thumbs up to 
math. 
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Capturing the Spirit of Adventure 

Cross-dress day during Pink Week brought several different takes. Here a wannabe gangster, 
“Kelso” Davidson, threatens fisticuffs against a stunned “Dale” Grindle who jumps in mock fright. 
The junior girls were really enthusiastic about this gender-bending day. 

As a rising star of the stage, Justin Weir   
sinks his fangs into a role as a spooky 
vampire for the drama class’s haunted 
house. Smoke and mirrors have never 
been more frightening as waves of 
screaming middle schoolers shuffled up 
an athletic hall full of bloodsuckers, zom-
bies, and Jody Johnson as “The Grudge.” 
Fog machines and strobe lights seemed to 
make everyone more spooked as fright-
ened visitors stumbled upon the mad 
doctor’s laboratory, where patients come 
out worse than when they went it. Almost 
home, the green room lead backstage to a 
coven of witches and even more vam-
pires. Some students were never the same 
again.  

Every class if full of quirky personalities that make it 
stand out from ones that came before. While some of 
the lectures, tests, and expectations may be similar 
year-to-year, there are always bizarrely special memo-
ries that contribute to the individual identities of each 
student. What follows is a few of the stories:     
 
            *     *    * 
 
“Just before Halloween a group of us decided we 
wanted to go to the area around the old high school 
because it’s really creepy. Tim Maul and Marty Tho-
man wanted to take a shortcut through the sur-
rounding fields. We got all turned around because 
they decided to follow a pivot track, even though it 
goes in a circle, because Marty thought that it was a 
trail. We jumped a couple fences and walked through a 
bunch of cows. Rebecca got really upset when she 
stepped in a fresh cow pie. There was a GPS on Tim’s 
phone, but there wasn't any service, so he thought it 
was wrong and put it away. We ended up about 7 miles 
from where we were trying to go.” 
                                                         -Danica Maddock 

 
        *     *    * 
 
“After the first snow a bunch of us went sledding up 
behind the dump. The hills were so steep that the sled 
would fly out from under the person riding it and 
they’d tumble down in a big avalanche. Some spots 
were kinda bad, though, because there were some bare 
stretches, so we wrecked a lot. But it was still a 
whole bunch of fun.” 
          -Tyler Taylor 

Stetler Hopkin can lighten anyone’s 
mood, especially when he flashes you 
with his signature look!  

Ayla Kimmel helps annotate collective 
notes in English class. Her powerful voice 
is just as dominant in written form.  

Randi Campbell shows off her KISS 
tongue while sitting in Mr. Campbell’s 
Spanish Class.  
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For his part in the elementary’s Halloween 
Carnival, Marty Thoman seems to have 
dressed up as a cross between Special 
Agent 007 and Count Dracula. He always 
makes FFA functions a unique experience. 

An eager to learn Ryan Heeg adds his 
two-cents as he and his group finish 
mapping out a spooky bit of folklore 
in Ms. Garcia’s World Literature 
course.  

Randy Gerhardt prepares for the pep as-
sembly during Pink Week. He was sup-
posed to catch tennis balls with the bucket 
on his head, which is far more difficult 
than it looks. 

“A bunch of friends and I decided to go out to a suppos-
edly haunted house. We shined the pickup lights into the 
house and made Tye’s friend go up to the front door. He 
got like 5 yards away from the house before we saw 
him come running at a dead sprint back to the truck. 
He started yelling about a little girl. He was so freaked out 
he wanted to leave right then! We were all laughing so hard 
we were crying!” 
                 -Josh Dooley 
 

         *     *    * 
 
“We decided to try to get Tye’s snowmobile running. 
So James Steinhoff was tightening the fuel hose and had 
one of his hands on the spark plug. When Tye 
pulled the line to start the snowmobile, it shocked 
James, making him fly into the garage.” 
                                                                         -Ryan Heeg 
 
                                    *     *    * 
 
When the omnipresent Pete Ouray isn’t busy guest speak-
ing in seemingly random classroom visits, he can be found 
ring-leading various adventures around Fremont County. 
One of the latest involves a mission to discover the best 
zucchini sticks in town at the bequest of the equally eccen-
tric Annawyn Blankenship and Coleman Stanger. At the 
end of the day, rumors of Daylight Donuts and a lovingly 
named getaway vehicle (“the Stang”) were predictably ex-
aggerated.                                             
                    -Everyone Involved 

The junior contestants stare down their freshmen opponents in a friendly game of “Hunt and Peck.” 
Freshman Tanner Stover burst Stetler Hopkin’s hopes for victory after popping his balloon.   

Goofy Ghosts, Electrifying Engines, and Careless Cow Pies  
Danica Maddock is known for her hardworking attitude. 
During the FFA highway clean-up, she was the top collec-
tor.  



As Real as it Gets: Juniors Shine On 

Danica Maddock, Dalyn Grindle, Elley Votruba, and Randi Campbell get fired up before game 
time in the powder puff football competition during Homecoming Week. They were coached by 
Junior Marty Thoman and Senior Shay Horton, who helped them focus on fundamentals. 
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“Wind River School isn’t like a modern American school movie; it’s completely opposite. In 
Germany we have no lockers like we do here, and we carry a bag with everything in it. Eve-
rything is different for me; this will be a funny year. ”                                                    
                  -Sarah Merkl 
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     We walk through the halls with our 

heads held high. We are almost the top 

dogs of the school, but not quite. We’re 

relentless, but not unteachable; we’re crazy 

but not ridiculous; we are the Class of 2012. 

     Although each and every one of us have 

our social groups, we come together when 

it matters most. We can unite as one to 

proudly claim our “True  Colors!” 

     Ready to conquer the world, we’re mak-

ing the best of what we have as we take our 

turn hosting Prom, tackling the ACT, and 

showing the PAWS test what’s up.  

Tyler Taylor soaks in the inspirational words of Joe Tidzump, understanding once 
and for all that teamwork makes any job easier. These two always enjoy a chance 
to clean skulls for the good of the community.  

Like a magician revealing his secrets, Pete Ouray’s 
sombrero exposes that he might just prepare for 
presentations more than he lets on. Spanish class 
is just one of the subject he dominates.  



 

Jesse Brown 
Randi Campbell 
Verna Capitan 
Dylan Cooper 
Lindsey D’Andrea 

Kelsi Davidson 
Josh Dooley 
Hadley Farwell 
Joe Tidzump 
Randy Gerhardt 

Dalyn Grindle 
Ryan Heeg 
Stetler Hopkin 
Shanna Keysaw 
Brittany Kirby 

Ayla Kimmel 
Tyson Lone Bear 
Danica Maddock 
Morgan Martinez 
Sarah Merkl 

Chante Merrill 
Shantel Miller 
Jessica Noe 
Pete Ouray 
Anna Smith 

Marissa Stover 
Tyler Taylor  
Marty Thoman  
MaKala Turner 
Elley Votruba 

Justin Weier 
Tristan Yellowplume 

“I have a lot of responsibilities—job, athletics, aca-
demics—and it’s sometimes difficult juggling all 
three at once, but  I am finding a way to adapt.”       
                                                
     -Randy Gerhardt 
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Ward Gordon, Tim Maul, and Coleman Stanger played excited cheerleaders at the powder-
puff football game. This is only one of the many poses they preformed while cheering. At 
half-time they formed a three-man pyramid and did a peppy dance for the crowd. Big into 
athletics, and big into tradition, these three, along with many of their peers, have helped 
rally the student body time and again.  

The Roaring 20s Make Cougars Come Alive 

Homecoming 16 

Once the Justin Bieber song  “Baby” came on, Ryan 
Weliever, Breeona Turner, Tayler Gordon, and 
Danica Maddock started to jam along. 

“I liked the burning since I got to hang out with my friends.”                                                                 
                                         -Trevor Scadden 

The burning of the WR had a great turn out. Many  
students and parents attended with high spirit and 
cheerful attitudes. 

Freshmen Attendants: Tayler Gordon and 
Richard Lundberg. Sophomore Attendants: 

Amanda C’Bearing and Ward Gordon. Junior 
Attendants: Dalyn Grindle and Jesse Brown. 

Senior Attendants: Rebecca Lundberg and 
Shay Horton. King and Queen: Tim Maul 

and Nikki Cooper. Elected by their peers be-
cause of their resounding school spirit, the 
energy of this group helped inspired many 
more school-wide events later in the year.  

Bursting  
With Cougar 

Pride! 

“Having everyone around 
the fire made for a good  
atmosphere.”  
                         -Dylan Blankenship  

“It was awesome to see so 
many people get involved. I 
hope it keeps up.”                                                                                       
                                      -Nikki Cooper  



   It’s pretty easy to tell from these pictures, but 

this year’s Homecoming was electrified with 

school spirit.  From the burning of the wooden 

“WR” to the powder puff football game and 

the Pavillion Parade, excitement was sparked 

on all sides as the community came together to 

fire up the athletes.  

   During the week there were a lot of partici-

pants who dressed up in class colors, P.J’s, as 

their favorite teacher, and in good old purple to 

broadcast their Cougar spirit. 

   Annawynn Blankenship called the week a 

“last hurrah [for] the senior class,” becoming a 

force to reckon with as she decked out for each 

theme day. While some of the costumes were a 

bit bizarre, wearing such clothing really 

brought everyone together. 

   The powder puff football game was an in-

tensely fun addition to the festivities later in the 

week. It was the upperclassmen vs. the under-

classmen, and both the seniors and juniors 

brought the thunder against the sophomores 

and freshmen who also gave it their all. The 

game was close, but the combined forces of the 

seniors and juniors pulled through in the end. 

   Even though the football and volleyball 

teams lost, it did not dampen the rest of their 

Homecoming Week. Thankfully, the summer-

type weather was nice enough so we could en-

joy all the celebrations. 

The parade had a marvelous comeback this season with many decked-out floats turning out 
to cheer on the Cougars. All the classes had an original float, with the Kinnear fire trucks 
leading the way as fans celebrated along the parade route. It has been several years since the 
school had a Homecoming Parade, and many were happy to see it make a triumphant re-
turn. Sierra Collver expressed, “This is the kind of school spirit I’ve been waiting for—a 
good tradition that they should have every year.” 
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Rather than just one class dominating the 
week’s activities, the freshmen showed up 
in force. For class colors day, Ben          
LaJeunesse took the opportunity to rock 
out with a Green Martian t-shirt, green 
alien sunglasses, and green hat to boot. 

Lindsey D’Andrea shows off her love for 
cookies and the junior class, who all wore 
blue. Chante Merrill might have stopped 
the bunny-ear fiend if the effect didn’t add 
to the overall look.   

Homecoming 17 

“I thought it was fun when Nikki and 
I got everyone out on the dance floor. 
We tore it up.”  
                                -Rebecca Lundberg 

“A lot more people participated this 
year it seemed. Everyone did an  
outstanding job.” 
                                   -Mrs. Ferhing 



This Halloween’s “Spooky Sprint,” the 5k fun-run to raise money for the junior-class prom, 
went off without a hitch.  A lot of the thanks should go to Caiden Pfisterer, who led the run-
ners to victory with the help of his go-cart. While the course was somewhat chalked out, 
Lawry Johnson was so fast that he might have lapped everyone if not for Caiden’s vehicle.       

Dedication Inside and Outside of  School  

    The class of 2013 range from easily amused 
to the very discerning. Though one might not 
see it, this year’s sophomores are dedicated to 
having fun in and out of class, passing all 
classes, and making the most out of life no 
matter what it throws at them.  
    For example, when in the Chemistry lab, 
Kali Bronco and Brett Groesbeck discovered a 
squid. They called him the first name that 
comes to mind, Squidward Tentacles. Kali 
then walked into the other room to inform Mr. 
VanDenbos of their findings. Kali mispro-
nounce Squidward’s name and had the whole 
class laughing. 
     Mr. Schabron is the new teacher on campus 
and helps give life to the students. He tends to 
communicate well with his classes.  
     From goofing around, to writing  “A+” 
papers, these students are far from average and 
hope to do even better next year. 

Danny Middelstadt  does his best to pin down 
his own photograph before continuing on his 
woodworking project.  

Sloan Nordwick pauses for a second before 
the relay adventure continues. Students love 
the quick warm-up games in Mr. VanDe-
boss’s weights classes.  

Everyone Needs a 
Few Good Cougars 
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Waiting in Spanish class, Kali Bronco smiles at 
the camera. Kali is involved in Track, Girls 
Basketball, and Volleyball. 



A somewhat nervous Timothy Dwyer, Shadd Tibbs, and Joseph McLeod  
look on as the wise and powerful Mr. Chatfield evaluates the length and 
cut of their boards. Like a proud papa, Mr. Chatfield liked what he saw.  

Ward Gordon and Steve Griffith discuss the finer points of capturing 
minnows in this elective course. Ward’s hoodie provided extra pro-
tection lest something go awry.  

To help pass their PAWS downtime, James Steinhoff, Arlayna Miller, De-
Lane King, Ryan Weliever, and Shadd Tibbs try their luck at some “trash-
ket-ball” in Mr. Sennett’s class. The kids made do with foam dice when no 
one could find a regulation ball, and aimed for a trash can.  

Joel Lewis, Drew Antone, Brett Groesbeck, and Amanda C’Bearing 
channel any remaining jitters into a fierce game of “Ninja Assassin,” 
one of Mrs. Garcia’s Drama warm-ups. Although some PAWS sec-
tions lasted longer than others, the kids always found themselves 
with a little bit of time to kill.  
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Sophomores Look Back: Tales of  Tumbles and Triumphs   
As a new kid at Wind River, Arlayna 

Miller felt right at home. “I really like 

the action and freedom we see in some 

of the classes,” she said. Weights is one 

of her favorites, because it allows her to 

focus on areas she really wants to 

strengthen. She also doesn’t mind the 

hilarity that sometimes ensues during 

the various warm-up games.  

When Traveling on a FFA trip to Pow-

ell, Shira Ross was competing on the 

horse judging team along with four 

other girls, Makala Turner, Ayla 

Kimmel, Shelby Eckley, and Devon 

Burrell. “I liked meeting new people 

from around the state and it was a good 

learning opportunity as well,” said Shira.  

She then explained that they left early 

on a Thursday and arrived back to Pa-

villion on Friday afternoon.  

McKenzie Groom found it grand when 

the heater in Mr. Schabron’s class blew 

up and started to spew smoke. The 

smoke and steam was shooting out onto 

Caiden Pfisterer’s elbow while Ellie Fa-

gan was still typing desk, quite oblivious 

to what was going on in her surround-

ings. “The water looked like smoke 

when it was spreading rapidly around 

the heater,” said McKenzie.  

Pages by Devon Burrell 
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In rare form, Wallace Hill is taking a breather from a BOE 
in Mr. Campbell’s Spanish I class. This particular BOE 
had many students tense, but they all pulled through to 
pass. 

Lathe Master Tim Dwyer fashions a candlestick in Woods I. He likes that his 
carvings and projects gave him a chance to be creative while making good Christ-
mas presents.  

Brett Groesbeck, Kali Broncho, and Delane King are practicing their pottery skills 
on the wheels in the Clay I class. This class is dual-credit, so they get a head start 
on college! 

“If  our school had another sport in it, I would 
choose soccer. Not many people like to just run, and 
kicking around a ball would be more interesting.” 

-Delane King 

A Diverse Class Discovers Unrealized Strength 
    Most of the students in the sophomore class excel 
in their academics or are involved in sports, whether 
it’s horseback riding, basketball, or skateboarding. 
   Sloan Nordwick is an outdoors person who enjoys 
tracking and shooting. “I love to hunt because of the 
smell. It’s like a childhood memory from when my 
dad and I used to go hunting,” said Sloan.  
   James Steinhoff, on the other hand, has taken to 
the skies, flying airplanes since he was 11: “It’s fun, 
and I get to see more country from a bird’s eye view!” 
  Basketball is the life of Kali Broncho. When asked 
what she would say to someone if they were about to 
give up their season, she said, “If you quit, you’re 
more likely to give up next time. Quit complaining.” 
   McKenzie Groom  plays in a band, and when he 
graduates he “wants to go to California because that 
is where the music is.” 
    Whether they are playing sports or working hard in 
the classroom, this diverse group is spreading out, 
finding their interests, and letting their true colors 
shine while beginning to realize that the world has a 
lot to offer them. 

“Science is my favorite. I like working with sea  
creatures and water life — watching them move and 
studying where the live.”  
                      -Taylor Raymond 



 

 

Drew Antone 
Kali Broncho 
Devon Burell 
Amanada C’Bearing 
Alex Collver 

Timothy Dwyer 
Ellie Fagan 
Rachael Fennie 
Wardale Gordon 
Brett Groesbeck 

McKenzie Groom 
Wallace Hill 
Darlee Hyatt 
Delane King 
Kaiden Koenig 

Joel Lewis 
Joseph McLeod 
Daniel Middelstadt 
Sloan Norwick 
Caiden Pfisterer 

Taylor Raymond 
Shira Ross  
Trevor Scadden 
Destiny Singer 
James Steinhoff 
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Shadd Tibbs                   Roger Wagon              Ryan Weliever 

“Bucket head” Drew Antone knows how to catch  
softballs with his melon during Pink Week’s Cancer 

Awareness relay.   
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Finding Ourselves in Laughter 

Josee Vogel mimics a puffer fish while classmate Katelynn Davis 
looks at her in confusion.  

Richard Lundberg gives back to the elementary school by help-
ing the youngsters carve their pumpkins for Halloween.   

While in Ms. Garcia’s English class, Megan Giles, Tyler        
Degraw, and Dalton Perkins take a break to strike a pose before 
continuing their grammar study. 

“You’re not treated like a (little kid) by the 
teachers as much anymore. In high school, 
you have more responsibility and respect 

from upper classmen, at least compared to 
being in middle school.” 

~Tayler Gordon 

“Freshmen get to experience new things. 
The upperclassmen teach you tips for 

sports and study habits.” 

~RJ Seamen 

“The freshmen are like oil and vinegar: 
they don’t always mix until you shake them 
up, but then they are united—at least for a 

little while.” 

~Tia Hampton 

Shelby Eckley demonstrates to her health class how to shoot a bow 
while practicing her archery. 



A group of freshmen make a train of relaxation in order to keep the sophomores 
motivated on the last day of English class.   

“T-Rupe” shows off his cool shades and SpongBob hat 
at the Wyoming State Science Fair in March. Tyler com-
peted in the Environmental Science category and expects 
to do even better next year.  

“Anything you can do...we can do better!” 
 

~Jaxon Sorenson 

This group of freshmen are enjoying a game of “fruit basket” in their health class with Mr. Walker. This ice breaker is well-known among the 
freshmen, and involves a lot of movement, teamwork, and laughter.  

“I enjoy English class the most because of 
the unique movies and stories we read and 

watch.” 
 

~Tyler Degraw 
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“My older siblings told me all these  
terrible rumors about high school, and I'm 
glad that all of them have been proven 
wrong.”  
                                                      ~Dalton Perkins 

       From sports to projects, most of us have witnessed some 
upper classmen trying to tell a freshman what to do. However, 
at thirty nine members strong, this year’s batch is a force unto 
itself, rarely falling into step just because someone older may try 
to boss them around.  
       They have a profound voice, and were very active when it 
came to mobilizing their Halloween dance or volunteering to 
help the juniors with their Spooky Sprint.  
        What they sometimes lack in experience they make up in 
heart. Without a doubt that they will continue to exemplify the 
best of what Wind River hopes to be. Whether it is trying their 
hardest to master new 21st-century teaching methods, or simply 
being willing to make a goof out of themselves for a classroom 
skit (yes, we’re talking about you Joe Lupher), the freshmen are 
carving out a uniquely bright legacy.  John Corbett believes that with hard work and determination, anything 

is possible. His buddy? Not so much.  

Charles Oldman acts as a king for the play The Lady or the Tiger in Ms. 
Garcia’s literature class. His regal demeanor was complimented by his 
noble beard.   

Marc Warren cracks a homerun during a game of softball in health class.  
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“Out of school I’m either playing softball or  
watching That 70’s Show.” 
                                                         ~Megan Giles 

Danielle Giles and Dalton Perkins are being filmed for an end-of-the-
year movie project: a video trailer captured and cut from multiple   
angles.  

39 Reasons to Love the Freshmen 



Morgan Alley 
Jason Ankrom 
Ashley Aragon 
Macayla Arrington 
Dylan Blankenship 
John Corbett 
Tyler Degraw 

Jonah Dwyer  
Shelby Eckley 
Ashley Giles 
Danielle Giles 
Megan Giles 
Taylor Gordon 

Elvina Gurrola 
Tia Hampton 
Lawry Johnson 
Lydia Johnson 
Chelsea Keysaw 
Grace Kinder 

Ben LaJeunesse 
Zachary Lindstadt 
Dylan Lookingbill 
Richard Lundberg 
Joseph Lupher 
Andrew Murdock 

Jordan O’Neal 
Charles Oldman 
Dalton Perkins 
Samuel Plush 
William Rupe 
Richard Seaman  

Peirce Williams 
Darby Wright 
Michaun Yellowplume 

Jaxon Sorensen 
Tanner Stover  
Victoria Thoman 
Breeona Turner 
Josee Vogel 
Marc Warren 

fatty 
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“I like hanging out with friends 
because besides grades, that is 
what school is about.” 
                             ~Dylan Lookingbill 



Where the West is Wild: FFA and Rodeo  
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   At Wind River, one can always count on 
students being involved; however, being a 
member of FFA is going above and be-
yond, committing oneself to being a 
leader. Volunteering for highway clean-up, 
Halloween carnival for the elementary, and 
the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation’s 
annual banquet are just a few things they 
have done.  
    This year the Wind River FFA chapter 
has 49 students, making it one of the larg-
est chapters Wind River has ever had.  

    Last summer, the officer team went to 
Crooked Creek above Dubois for their 
officer retreat, and got to know each other 
better while discussing things that they 
wanted to see happen throughout the 
chapter for the upcoming year.  
   Some of these plans involved taking 
their metal art to a craft fair in Riverton 
during the holiday season. Mr. Frazier says, 
“The metal art business is growing, and it 
has great potential. I think that if we went 
to more craft fairs, like in Jackson, we 

would get our name out across the state.” 
   Whether it is being funny at a barbeque, 
or coming together to pull off the annual 
end of the year banquet, the Wind River 
FFA hopes to continue to have a positive 
impact on the school and the community.   

Shay Horton has a “gourd” time selecting pumpkins for elementary kids. The 
FFA chapter is going to miss his positive attitude and resourcefulness.   

Lead, follow, or get 
out of  our way! 

Devon Burrell, Shelby Eckley, Ayla Kimmel, Tory Thoman, Marty Thoman, 
Elley Votruba, Danica Maddock, and Tim Maul lean in for some fun in the 
sun. It may not be warm outside yet, but the FFA crew sure know how to 
soak up the rays.  

Ward Gordon (assisted by Coleman Stanger) rolls a fellow 
FFA member to victory in the AG relay event.  

Sophomores James Steinhoff and Ryan Weliever enthusiastically 
add to the mound of flap-jacks already tottering on the serving 
table during the FFA’s annual breakfast for the teachers. 
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While at a junior high rodeo, Darcy Maddock  
is making quite a run at goat tying.   

After this run of pole bending, Devon 
Burrell received 4th place at the PYRA last 
summer.  

Showing her passion, junior Kelsi Davidson performs her 
best at the Douglas State Finals Rodeo.  

A bull rider to the core, Cody Scott 
did well at this Big Piney Rodeo. 

   Showing their true colors, the students involved in rodeo are bringing new energy to the 
title student–athlete by showing what tough competitors they are in the Wyoming rodeo 
circuit.  
    This year-round event keeps ropers and riders busy in some form almost every week-
end throughout the year.  
    Keeping up with homework and other responsibilities can be taxing, but those in rodeo 
know the rewards are worth it as they come closer to the national competition in Gillette.  
   In the Wyoming High School Rodeo Association district is Cody Scott and Drew An-
tone, both bull riders. Kelsi Davidson barrel races and pole bends. Freshman Josee Vogel 
pole bends, does breakaway, and goat ties. Out of the state, competing for the Idaho 
High School Rodeo Association, Danica Maddock barrel races while Richard Lundberg 
represents Wyoming in bull riding. For the Wyoming Junior High Rodeo Association, 
Chance Ames and Lane O’Neal bull ride for Wind River Middle School. Not only do the 
students rodeo, Mr. Frazier calf ropes for the PRCA.  
   Senior Cody Scott tells people, “Life is never wasted when it is spent in the saddle.”  

As a seventh grader, Hailey Meeks makes a good 
showing at the Indian National Finals Rodeo in Las 
Vegas for barrel racing.  

Sophomore Drew Antone rides his way to 
victory while in New Castle for a high school 
rodeo.  

Running a time of  17.6 seconds, Danica  
Maddock won this round of barrels. 
Danica took district and state champion 
in Idaho for barrel racing.  
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Elect 
    “We can do what we want in elective classes,” exclaims Josh 

Dooley and Ryan Heeg. These two boys are always found en-

gaged in something entertaining in their electives, being the go-to 

guys for Mr. Fraizer’s projects class and Mr. Gosnell’s infamous 

bug room.  

   Electives allow students freedom to develop desired skills while 

exploring subjects they really enjoy. For those students looking 

beyond an immediate leap into college-level academia after they 

graduate, electives facilitate a transition into a career after high 

school. It’s also an experience that most enjoy because it isn't as 

structured as some of the core classes. Instead of being told what 

to do, students have a lot more leeway in selecting how best to 

apply their energies and interests, at least within the confines of 

the class.  

    

    “What is there not to like about art? It’s the one place where I 

have complete control,” says Randi Campbell, who loves trying 

new thing . With Mrs. Jones’s absence part of this year, Randi 

and her classmates got the chance to learn new techniques from 

their substitute, Mrs. Johnson.  

   “[Elecives are] awesome. Piano is something that I have never 

done before. I didn't realize that I’d like it. Electives present the 

chance to learn other things that I might not have thought of 

doing before,” stated Pete Ouray. Known for his seeming ran-

domness, electives help free spirits like Pete release their sponta-

neous creativity.  

      Whatever options students choose, it’s safe to say that elec-

tives make for some of the best memories kids form in high 

school, especially for those who pride themselves on being origi-

nal.                                                                                                          

Having interned with a local 
coroner last summer, Sierra 
Collver channels a passion 
for Forensic deduction. 

Ryan Heeg supervises while 
Marty Thoman and a class-
mate bend a piece of metal in 
welding.  

Shay Horton examines some 
blood spatter in Mr. Gos-
nell’s Forensics lab.  

Josh Dooley drills on a skull 
to further the cleaning proc-
ess in bugs class. 

Dylan Cooper 
struggles to lift an 
extreme weight on a 
dare while trying 
not to laugh.   

 Freedom 
to 
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A fiercely determined Mr. Chatfield advises 
Danica Maddock as she trims a project board.  

Rachael Fennie paints a landscape, totally en-
grossed in her work.  

Jordan O’Neal works on a skull in her Bio-
Chem class. She is one of the only girls in this 
class this year. 

Amanda C’Bearing sprints past a would-be 
tagger, Mr. VanDenbos, in her weight’s class’s 
favorite warm-up game: Man From  Mars. 

Caiden Pfisterer models in front of the make-
shift green screen that the media class con-
structed to create special effects and back-
grounds for the short films they produced. 

Marrissa Stover flashes grin while knocking off a warm-up set on bench. She quickly added more 
plates when we accused her of being Hercules.   

Shantel Miller and Hailey Norris wash up after 
a successful cooking class. 

Tim Maul focuses his camera on the green 
screen that the media students fashioned over 
Mr. Cunningham’s projector space.  

Artist Morgan Martinez concentrates on her 
latest masterpiece in art class.  



cÄtç|Çz ã|à{ Y|ÜxM Lighting à{x Stage Ablaze  

      Playing with Fire Productions proved to be an appropri-
ate cast name as the Wind River drama class continued to 
break ground with its performances and evolving set of dra-
matic styles and practices. 
      This year’s performances started with avant garde, non-
speaking skits where students created shadow plays of lights, 
music, and bodily arrangement.  
      The project allowed students to work on basic tech-
niques, but also to begin incorporating their own dance, 
characterization, and acting style into a piece.  
      An interactive haunted house followed for Halloween 
before the class collaboratively wrote comedy skits about the 
trials and tribulations of family holidays during the Christ-
mas season. Anna Smith, who has been involved in the pro-
gram for three years, claimed that being “willing to be char-
acters that you usually never act like” made this, as well as 
many other productions, challenging yet rewarding.  
     Sleeping Beauty and the Beast was the final performance for 
the Wind River Drama cast, as they transported audiences 
back to a period of chivalry and adventure. The play was a 
jumble of some well-known fairy tales with a modern twist, 
and proved to be a crowd pleaser, selling out both nights.  
     Although the class will lose many of its senior members, 
with such a talented cast they will most likely continue to 
light up the stage next year as well. 

Top: The Playing with Fire crew celebrates after 
the Christmas program, complete in festive 
holiday sweaters.  
 
Middle: Tami LeJuesness and Jody Johnson 
perfect their swordsmanship in a rehearsal for 
their samurai-inspired skit.  
 
Bottom: Coleman Stanger and Shay Horton, 
the unenthused palace guards, comically an-
nounce the princess’s birthday party.  
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Performing their shadow skits, this group of talented students 
showed off their ninja skills behind the curtain. 

Drama is about taking chances, trial and     
error. Because of that actors cannot be afraid 

of failure. 
    —Malinda Garcia (Director) 

Annawyn Blankenship plays a neurotic Snow White who is tired of 
waiting hand-and-foot on seven dirty little men; Dylan Cooper, as 
Prince Charmless, waits for her ranting to stop.  

Senior Nikki Cooper puts a spell on both 
fellow cast members and audiences alike 
while her loyal toady Igor (Justin Weir) pro-
vides a “helpful head.”   

The Cast of the 2011 Dinner Theater Production of Sleeping Beauty and 
the Beast.  

Village “crier” Kali Broncho tearfully an-
nounces the arrival of guests to the royal 
palace.  
 
Priss (Sierra Collver) and Boots (Anna 
Smith) try and devise a plan of escape. 

Good witch Jessica Noe addresses Beast Stetler Hop-
kin’s hygiene problems.  
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Hollywood Prom:  
            A Red Carpet Affair  

Freshman Dylan Lookingbill shows off his skills that Mr. Walker taught them in 
their morning health class. His is launched by sophomore Ward Gordon while 
Marty Thoman watches in amazement. 

Darlee Hyatt and Colton Blankenship light up 
the floor with a slow dance midway through 
the night.  

Seniors Rebecca Lundberg and Shay 
Horton break the dance-floor ice early 
on with this fancy jig.  

DeLane King and her date, Nick from Laramie,  
smile during the last slow song of the night. 

Juniors Kelsi Davidson and Anna Smith race to the 
bottom of the slide while enjoying after prom. 

Junior Ayla Kimmel dances in the middle of her 
guests, Chelsey Porter and Hunter Trabing.  

(April 30th,  
2011) 

32 Prom  



Cody Scott and his date Marissa Stone blazed across the floor as the 
fastest swing-dance couple. 

Macayla Arrington and Brett Groesbeck share a smile-worthy con-
versation as they wait for the next song to begin. 

Seniors Nichole Cooper, Tim Maul, Annawynn Blankenship, and 
Sierra Collver, along with Junior Jessica Noe and guest Reed Needles, 
all huddle in a circle to sing along with the playing song. 

Coleman Stanger and Sierra Collver were crowned Prom 
King and Queen. They then shared a dance together along 
with their senior and junior attendants. 

Dalyn Grindle and Randi 
Campbell help set up along 
with Elley Votruba and Jessica 
Noe. They used their artistic 
talents to create a memorable, 
glamour-filled night for atten-
dees. 

At After Prom, Caiden Pfisterer and his father both take turns pum-
meling one another in a friendly father-son battle.  

Friends Ellie Fagan and Timothy Dwyer take a 
moment to relax during a slow song.  
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Showing 

TOP LEFT: With an insider’s perspective, Coach Sheets directs the lineup during the Rocky Mountain game early in the season. TOP CENTER: 
Katelyn Downing, accompanied by teammate Elley Votruba, express enthusiasm during a home game as they await the next play at the net. TOP 
RIGHT: Amanda C’Bearing brings the ball down the court during the home game. MIDDLE LEFT: Joe Tidzump awaits for fellow teammates to 
position themselves for a pass. MIDDLE CENTER: Coleman Stanger pins an opponent during pre-season. MIDDLE RIGHT: Randi Campbell 
leaps in the air as she makes a successful long jump in Cody. BOTTOM: The Wind River football line prepares for the Rocky Mountain Grizzlies.  
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TOP LEFT: Michaun Yellowplume prepares herself before shooting a free throw during the opening weekend of basketball. TOP MID-
DLE: Coach Walker rallies the football boys to help them overcome the Burlington challengers. TOP RIGHT: Jesse Brown soars over a 
Burlington player as they knock each other down during an intense game. MIDDLE LEFT:  Football players Joe Tidzump, Tyson Lone-
bear, and James Steinhoff warm up for an away game. MIDDLE RIGHT: Caiden Pfisterer pins an opponent during an away match. 
BOTTOM LEFT: The girls basketball team huddles up before the away rival game against the Shoshoni Wranglers. BOTTOM RIGHT: 
Jordan C’Bearing shoots a free throw during the season opener tournament in Greybull.  
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Far Right: With her head in 
the game, Elley Votruba is 
ready to defend her side of 

the net.  

Right: Boom! Kelsi Davidson gets the dig with Danica  
Maddock ready to cover. Kelsi was named to the All-

Conference team for a second straight year..    

Below: One of three seniors on the team, Tamara La-
Jeunesse takes aim for easy points off a serve. .  

Near Right: With her sights 
on the next point, freshman 

Lydia Johnson delivers an 
ace. She looks forward to 

intense, varsity-level compe-
tition in the future.   

   By late August, the young 2010 volleyball 
team had begun to coalesce as a fighting 
force. 
   Forty Lady Cougars put the time, condi-
tioning, and heart into every practice in their 
quest to dominate the court. Untouchable 
for nearly a month, the girls winning streak 
had only one defeat as they entered tourna-
ment play.  
   October started with heads held high and 
expectations even higher. They had several 
solid performances in every game. 
   Senior Tamara LaJeunesse was a model 
for the kind of confidence the girls pos-
sessed: “We go into practice knowing we 
have the talent to win every game that week-

end ahead.”  
   Even though they were confident with 
themselves, the varsity players were grateful 
for a few dark horses, those girls who put in 
extra commitment and heart, players who 
were always there for the team.  
   There were also younger players on var-
sity. Combined with the seniors, these girls 
made a difference. Freshman Macayla Ar-
rington got frequent varsity playing time.  
   “This year we will make people know who 
we are,” said Senior Katelyn Downing, a 
returning starter and team captain for the 
ladies. After last season, she was ready to 
lead the Cougars back for the attack.  

Showing  
True  

Colors 
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Left: Eager for play to resume, Katelyn 
Downing and Shantel Miller wait for 
the serve. Shantel was a “seventh man” 
coming off the bench, and was the go-
to-girl for the team, with the talent to 
play any position,” said Katelyn.  

Left: Securing a frequent spot on varsity, 
Lindsey D’Andrea studies the court in front of 
her. Lindsey played the Libero position, a 
defensive specialist, coming in for any player 
in the back row. 

“We had a lot of  talent, and a lot of  potential; we just 
fell a little short when it counted. It won’t happen 
again.” 
                          -Dalyn Grindle   

Tossing the ball for a serve, Macayla Arrington catches 
the opponents off guard with an ace. Macayla was a 
strong asset to the Lady Cougars in her first year on the 
squad. 

“Train yourself  to let go of  everything, especially your 
fear to lose.” 
 
        -Kali Broncho 

“Although the nerves got to me a lot, I still contributed 
tons of  energy to the team.” 
             
                 -Lindsey D’Andrea 

“When we worked together the team did great.” 
       
         -Danica Maddock 

“Play hard and make all your touches count; in the end 
work your best and win.”  
         
                  -Darby Wright 

“The Shoshoni game stuck out because it was the most 
competitive. We lifted each other up.”   
             -Tayler Gordon 

Above: Senior Jordan Barquin prepares to 
block a hit from the Saratoga players. Jordan 
was a key player who will be missed next year. 
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Sophomore Ward Gordon catapults a punt 
toward the unsuspecting Rocky Mountain 
players. He was an all-around solid player this 
year, and expects to come back strong next 
year. 

Try Hard, Play Harder 
Week      Cougar Football 

Home     Away 
1    Wyo. Indian          47              32   
2     Shosoni           34                6 
3     Dubois                  25              27 
4     Rocky  Mt.             6              42 
5     Saratoga               20              10 
6     Burlington              7              15 
7     Cokeville                0              47 
8     Riverside              27              26 

The Cougs line up for a defensive play against 
Burlington, determined to prevent them from 
crossing the scrimmage line.  

Senior Coleman Stanger and a teammate  
recover after a tackle while the team looks on.  

Coach Sheets adamantly announces the next 
offensive play to the huddle. 

   There was uncertainty in the off sea-

son as to how this year’s team would play. 
Some were unsettled about vacant posi-
tions, but the players were ready to learn 
from a new head coach, include freshmen 
talent, and increase the fan base.  
    Head Coach Justin Walker incorporated 
some creative tactics into the football pro-
gram: “We brought in a whole new of-
fence and a whole new defense…Our 
spirit has improved…mak[ing] our players 
feel like they have a responsibility to play 
for the community, not just for them-
selves.”  
    The hotly anticipated Homecoming 

game slipped away to the Dubois Rams, 

the first loss of the season. Sophomore 

Ward Gordon explained, “The loss…

opened my eyes and made me realize that 

we can be beat.” He went on to explain 

how others on the team were also hum-

bled. 

    The Cougars were routed again on sen-

ior night after a tough contest. With their 

record 3-3, the boys went into their final 

home game divided.  

     Cokeville brought a tough front and 
beat the Cougs out of the playoffs, not 
helped by the loss of injured sophomores, 
James Steinhoff and Ward Gordon.   
     Senior Shay Horton was optimistic 
going into the final game: “This season 
has had a positive impact on my senior 
year because I was unable to play in years 
past, and all I wanted to do was finish out 
my high school career…even though we 
had a losing record…I still got to play the 
game I love.” 
     Senior Brandon Jennings added, “Our 
younger classmen really stepped it up and 
gave us the effort that we were looking 
for. This tough season really brought out 
some true athletes.”  
     Asked about one his favorite memories 
from the season, senior Jordan C’Bearing 
expressed, “Every day in practice when 
everyone kept falling on the running back 
ropes. That was pretty funny.” 
     With ups and downs, bumps and 
bruises, the team learned a lot, and can 
hardly wait to compete again. 
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Our Cougar defensive line sizes up the Sho-
shoni offense, ready for anything. 

Sophomore Drew Antone focuses on the next play 
with Coleman Stanger,  James Steinhoff and Tim 
Maul on the line.  

The Boys Of Fall: Making It Count 

Senior captains — Tim Maul, Shay Horton, Jordan C’Bearing, and Coleman Stanger —symbolize the 
distinctive attributes they hoped to instill in the rest of the Cougars: leadership, teamwork, and re-
sponsibility. They helped unify the squad by being role models.  

Junior Tyson Lone Bear kicks a 
field goal for an extra point for 
the first goal against the Huskies. 

Tyson Lone Bear leaps for a one-handed 
catch against Burlington. 

Senior Shay Horton and junior Jesse Brown take out 
a Cokeville player. Unfortunately, the tides turned 
against them.  

Junior Marty Thoman runs the ball through 
the Cokeville line.  

The team lined up for the National Anthem before 
jumping into the fray against the Burlington Huskies.  
 

Coleman Stanger, Shay  Horton, Marty 
Thoman, and Jordan C’Bearing make a dash 
during a kick off in Shoshoni.  



“This year is better because the team is 
worked harder than ever; the difficult 
summer made us stronger as a team.” 

-Anna Blankenship  
 
“Playing basketball in high school is more 
competitive; it’s a lot more fun to be able 
to work with classmates and upper class-
men.”  

-Macayla Arrington 
 
“When you take one game at a time and 
keep getting stronger on and off the court, 
there’s nothing that can replace that feel-
ing.”   

-Tory Thoman 
 
“This year’s going well because we have a 
stronger, more physical team compared to 
last year. Our main goal as a team is to be 
Conference Champions.” 

  - Brett Groesbeck 
 
“Our main theme for the year is tough-
ness! The toughest one on the team is the 
first to help off the court.” 

-Darlee Hyatt 
Kelsi Davidson steps up to the free-throw line to 
knock down an easy two points.  

Kali Bronco jump stops and 
scans the court for an oppor-
tunity to score.  

Josee Vogel receives good luck high-fives from her teammates when step-
ping out on to the court.  

Tamara LaJeunesse gets ready to 
launch an overhead pass to her 
fast breaking teammates.  

Lady Cougar Basketball: 

Pushing the Limit (2010-2011) 
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Amanda C’Bearing drives the open lane for an 
easy lay up during the Pink Week game against 
the Lovell Bulldogs.  



Hailey Norris receives her flowers and gift during  
half time on Senior night.  

Darlee Hyatt blocks the opposite team when playing against Wyoming 
Indian.  

Brett Groesbeck explodes into the air to get the 
upper hand on opening tip-off against Shoshoni.  

Elley Votruba shoots over a Lady 
Chief defender for two points.  

Tristan Yellowplume, Josee Vogel, Amanda C’Bearing, and 
Brett Groesbeck line up for a play to score against Shoshoni. 

In Greybull, Michaun Yellow-
plume fires off a quick shot. 
 

 WR OP 

Burlington 50 66 

Greybull 41 55 

Lovell 23 80 

Greybull 41 55 

Shoshoni 29 42 

Dubois** 42 40 

Rocky Mountain 32 62 

Big Horn 39 53 

Big Horn 42 65 

Big Horn 39 63 

Tongue River 17 69 

Wright 32 56 

Saratoga** 69 42 

Dubois 46 31 

Wyoming Indian 49 93 

Big Piney 40 47 

Kemmerer 37 49 

Shoshoni 32 60 

Saratoga** 53 39 

Lovell 43 62 

Kemmerer 50 36 

Big Piney 52 39 

Wyoming Indian 50 68 

Lady Cougars 

Girls Basketball 41 

 Tayler Gordon moves the ball down 
the court to make a shot against the 
Lady Chiefs. 

Pages by Devon Burrell  
and Kelsi Davidson 



    Cougar Basketball  
                                            WR     Opp. 
East/West 
Tourny Greybull 44 32
 Lovell  39 72  
  A Shoshoni 67 38 
  A Dubois  66 44 
  H Rocky Mount.  55 37 
BigHorn/ Big Horn  42 65 
Tongue River Wright  63 64
 Tongue River 53 56 
  H Tensleep 72 59 
  A Saratoga 85 37 
  H Dubois  79 46 
  A Wyo. Indian 78 88 
  A Big Piney 54 39 
  A Kemmerer 47 69 
  H Shoshoni  54           30 
  H Saratoga 50 32 
  H Lovell  57 81 
  H Kemmerer 54 60 
  H Big Piney 68 41 
  H Wyo. Indian 88 97

   This season was alive with players that 

really love the game. Teammates who have 

played together for years came together 

with the new, raw talent of those who 

have graduated into their ranks.  

   With big shoes to fill, the Cougars had 

their ups and downs but were able to ulti-

mately skyrocket to new levels, improving 

with every intense game.  

   Although this year’s team was relatively 

young, they were full of high expectations 

for this 2011 year and beyond. Junior Jesse 

Brown expressed, “We’ll be the team to 

beat next year. Were only losing two sen-

iors. It should be a successful season and 

hopefully our goals take us to state tourna-

ment. We have high hopes for next year’s 

season.”  

   Entering conference play with a record 

of 7-5, they felt pretty confident going into 

the regional tournament.  

   The boys fell to Rocky Mountain in the 

regional opener, then went on to defeat 

the Greybull Buffalos. Unfortunately, their 

season was cut short with the gut wrench-

ing game against the strong Wyoming In-

dian Chiefs, the make it or break it ticket 

to the State Tournament.   

   While some might have let the defeat at 

State get them down, Roger Wagon re-

mained optimistic, claiming, “We will 

stand up to the competition next year 

pretty well; we’ll make it happen.”  

   Whatever the future brings, Cougar fans, 

young and old, can count on one thing: 

the remaining team members can’t wait to 

get back on the court. 
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Sophomore Ryan Weliever steps up to the free-
throw line for an easy two points against  
Burlington.  

Tyson Lone Bear gets the upper-hand over 
a Lovell Bulldog in opening tip off.  

Lawry Johnson brings up the ball while  
redirecting the offensive set.   

High Hopes Above The Rim 



Tyson Lone Bear D’s up a Burlington 
Husky in the East/West Invite in  
Burlington.  

Coach Sheets stares on, scanning the court while thinking up 
his next strategy against the Lovell Bulldogs.  

Defender Ward Gordon keeps up the pressure against a leery 
Dubois player. Ward is known for his determination and heart.    

Senior Jordan C’Bearing rushes the ball up the floor for the fast break  
opportunity. While he might be reserved in the classroom, all bets are off 
once he hits the court.   

Jesse Brown goes in for a layup against Dubois while Tyson 
Lone Bear follows him in for support. Since transferring to 
Wind River three years ago, this dynamic duo has emerged as 
the force to beat.  

Roger Wagon warms up his 
three-point shot before the game 
against the Big Piney Punchers.   
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A Measure of Dedication: Wrestling for Honor 

Squeeze! Senior Cody Scott does his best to pin his Big Piney opponent in the first 
ever Kemmerer Duals. Cody was nicknamed Scotty since the team had two Cody’s 
this year. 

Freshman Dalton Perkins 
squares off with a  

Shoshoni rival who he later 
pinned. Dalton  

wrestled 125 pounds this year 
for the Cougars. 

“Gold medals aren’t really made 
of  gold. They are made of  sweat, 
determination, and a hard-to-find  

alloy called guts.” 
                          -Dan Gable  

Richard Lundberg earned the satisfaction of 
winning against a grappler from Shoshoni. Rich-
ard’s first year in high school wrestling proved to 
be a fruitful choice with wins every weekend. 

In the Wyoming State semi-
finals, Coleman Stanger ties 
up with the eventual champ 

in the 215 pound weight 
class.  
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“A lot of athletes can’t under-
stand the commitment it takes 
to be a wrestler, with 75% our 
energy spent in preparation: 

running, lifting, and following a 
strict weight regimen. We need 

to be built up before we’re 
ready to compete.” 

                               
     -Tia Hampton 



   After a rocky start, the wrestlers found their footing 
during the Wright Duals. This was a widespread, 16 team 
dual tournament, but the young Cougar grapplers took 
fifth place.     
   Unlike the past couple years, this year the Cougs had 
numbers on their side with seven freshmen, two sopho-
mores, four juniors, and three seniors. Flush with talent, 
these athletes were ready to take on the biggest and the 
best the Equality State could muster.  
   Injuries and other commitments forced senior Cole-
man Stanger to lead the team with his experience and 
expertise. His determination motivated the other grap-
plers, pushing everyone toward their goal of making it to 
state. 
   Despite lacking a strong senior base, both Randy 
Gerhardt and Stetler Hopkin were able to lead the heavy 
weights, and Marty Thoman and Dylan Cooper, though 

injured, were available to show the middle-class wrestlers 
special moves. 
   As the only girl on the team, Tia Hampton had a 
unique challenge. In a conservative place like Wyoming, 
with few female wrestlers, Tia needed to prove her 
chops at every meet, fighting against prejudices as she 
demonstrated, time and again, where she belonged. 
Nothing slowed  her down, and she went on to the sec-
ond-round wrestlebacks at State.    
   While injuries were a constant battle this year, the six-
teen ready-to-go wrestlers who began the season exem-
plified a positive attitude that rarely got them down. The 
team summarized it best by saying, “Once you’ve wres-
tled, everything else in life is easy, especially when the 
greatest feeling is getting your arm raised after a brutal 
match.”  

Sticking in a whizzer, Marty Thoman defends his legs 
from a takedown. Marty was a returning junior who 
opted out at the end of the season due to a back in-
jury.  

With a football-like tackle, Dylan Lookingbill hits a double-leg 
takedown on a Douglas opponent. Dylan was a dynamo, a big 
part of why the freshman had such an astounding year. 

Randy Gerhardt, Dalton Perkins, Caiden Pfister, Coleman Stanger, 
Alex Collver, Tia Hampton, and Charles Oldman round out the State 
Qualifiers for the Cougars in the 2011 season. 

Alex Collver turns his opponent as he looks for 
the pin. Alex had a great season with the best 
record on the team, but he came up short at the 
State Tournament. 
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Sophomore Ward Gordon 
was the only boy long jumper 
this year. 

   Track and Field is a sport that is 
widely known for the unpredictable 
weather, especially in Wyoming. This 
year was no exception, with one of the 
warmest Regional Meets immediately 
followed by one of the coldest in recent 
memory. 
   However, Wind River Trackletes 
rarely allow the weather to affect their 
performance. Both of the teams placed 
at Regional's, with the girls doing their 
best in years. 
   The freshmen really stepped it up this 
year. Our only State Champion was 
Josee Vogel was a State Champion, and 
Tyler Rupe was a Four Event State 

Placer. At 20 strong, the freshmen are 
not to be outdone.   
   There was also talent in the depleted 
sophomore and junior classes. Both 
Lindsey D’Andrea and Tyson Lone Bear 
placed in their jumping events, and the 
junior throwers were consistent placers.  
   The seniors were powerhouses this 
year: Sam Middlestadt, Katelyn Down-
ing, Tamara LaJeunesse, and Brandon 
Jennings were all high scorers. 
   “Success is measured on the inside, 
not on the outside,” said an optimistic 
Coach Gosnell. It is a track saying that 
beating others is not nearly as important 
as beating yourself. 

All it Takes is All You’ve Got 

Freshman Josee Vogel was the only Wind River 
Trackster to win a State Championship this 
year. She ran 100 meter hurdles, 300 meter hur-
dles, 200 dash and 400 dash at the State Meet. 

Head Coach Dirk Gosnell gives instructions to 
one of his track members. 

Freshman RJ Seaman extends over a hurdle in the 300 meter hurdles at the Regional Meet.  
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Senior Katelyn Downing was a major points earner 
for the girls team. Here she is launching discus at 
Regional's. 

Freshman Lawry Johnson was one of our only long 
distance runners. He went to state in his event. 
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Junior Dalyn Grindle does 
the triple jump at the Wind 
River Meet. 

Junior Randi Campbell went to state in 
long jumping. She is a reliable jumper, 
consistently earning points in both the 
long and triple jump. 

Freshman Zach Lind-
stadt was one of the 
only high jumpers this 
year. 

Freshman Machaun Yellowplume excelled 
in her throwing events. 

Senior Brandon Jennings led the region in 
sprints. 

Senior Annawynn Blankenship was one of two high jumpers who made it to the state 
meet. A steadfast leader, Anna possesses a focus and optimism others would do well to 
emulate.   

“This year was finally the time when the girls track team became 
successful. When we got 2nd at Regional's, it proved that not only 
could we place in our events, but also come together as a team. 

Girls sports are going to get better every year.” 
-Katelyn Downing 

 
“Running longer distances made me have a higher level of endur-

ance. Having an injury this year was hard, and I had to push through 
it to pull off a state performance.” 

-Ward Gordon 
 

“Track is really simple — just keep turning left.” 
-Coach Gosnell 

Senior Sam Middlestadt won State in in-
door Track and preformed well in out-
door track as well. 

Juniors Shantel Miller and Lindsey D’An-
drea complete a perfect handoff in the 
4X100 meter relay. 



Getting on the creative side during second hour, 
“freshies” Sam Plush, Tanner Stover, and Jason Ank-
rom turn foreheads into billboards for an advertising 
experiment.   

    This year’s publication staff came 
into the course with a variety of experi-
ence points. From three-year veterans 
to freshmen testing the waters, the class 
caught many tough breaks but eventu-
ally leveled-up. We welcomed “True 
Colors” as the theme this year, and the 
staff based much of their work around 
the spectrum of opportunities available 
at Wind River.  
     In this annual you will find many of 
the best parts of the year recorded 
through words and pictures, a chronicle 

of accomplishments meant to celebrate 
everything we have been through as a 
school.  
     While the staff can sometimes be 
seen around the halls engaged in what 
seems like less than productive 
“adventures,” we do our best to raise 
the bar with each new annual. 
     We hope you enjoy what you see in 
these pages as much as we have enjoyed 
what we have seen in the classrooms, 
stages, fields, courts, cafeterias, and so 
on.     

Another Year in the Books 
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On a warm, sun-shiny day, the yearbook staff gathers to take our class picture together. 
Boldly marching towards our location shoot, fellow staffers Darlee Hyatt, Jessica Noe, 
and Devon Burrell enjoy one of the first spring days that wasn’t covered in snow or 
marred by wind.  

During the Drama production, Devon Burrel uses 
the table to balance a shot. Someone to count on, 
Devon was ever prepared to snap a few dynamic 
photos.  

Tanner Stover brings mad Jedi skillz to the publica-
tions class. Always on the prowl, he knows how to 
wring useful information out of almost any informant.  
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Rocking the toga, Coleman Stanger and Jason Ankrom return from tak-
ing photos. Coleman helped the younger boys this year by being one of 
several inspiring editors.  

Showing our True Colors while hanging out with the trees: Marissa Stover, Tanner 
Stover, Jason Ankrom, Devon Burrel, Darlee Hyatt, Jessica Noe, Sam Plush,       
Coleman Stanger, Mr. Sennett, Dalyn Grindle, Kelsi Davidson, and Elley Vortruba. 

“Seeing all our hard work pay off makes everything we 
published worth it. There really is a lot to making a year-
book.” 

-Marissa Stover 

Pete Ouray helps Dalyn Grindle by giving an interview for the junior 
candids page. After much debate, they reached a consensus of what  
his often cryptic t-shirts are really saying.  

“For what it’s worth, I am moving, and I really want to 
make an impact before I leave. I have a good feeling at 
the end of the year knowing that I was a part of some-
thing that will be remembered for a long time to come.”  

-Jason Ankrom 

While gluing together a yearbook poster for the registration fair,    
pun-master Elley Vortruba “sticks around” to explain why rubber 
cement is better than stapling.  



The People We Know 

Mr. Johnson and Sharon Martin are laughing it up after another lunch is successfully 
delivered.  

During October, the middle school teachers were good sports by being willing to 
dress up for Halloween. Mr. Sheets came as a hunter. 

Mrs. Jones is multi-tasking...again...making copies 
while eating a yogurt! A winning combo. 

   Staff. They’re here for a job, but 
that’s only their cover. They really 
love us, even if they don't always 
want to admit it. This page is a dedi-
cation to remind them just how much 
they like us, and, secretly, to admit 
that we like them too. 
   Teachers help us learn and grow as 
people. As we get older, lessons 
learned early on become all the more 
important. Instead of just asking for 

help with homework, students end up 
asking for help deciding on colleges. 
Put simply, the role of teachers and 
staff ends up having a much larger 
impact than students may always real-
ize. 
   From aides and custodians to office 
and library specialists — everyone — 
thank you for being the wonderful 
people you are.   

Mrs. Gomendi prepares her 2nd grade class for 
research on the computers by coordinating data 
points. 
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 Mr. Schabron enjoys the FFA cook out. Betcha 
didn’t know he likes his hamburgers with chocolate 
chip cookies in the middle. 

Staff Candids 50 



Like a butterfly emerging from a cocoon, Mr. Frazier occasionally 
sheds his occasionally gruff demeanor for a more relaxed, fun-loving 
attitude — at least when he’s competing in stick horse barrel races 
with the students.  

Mr. Gosnell (affectionately known as “G”) really gets involved in his 
classes. The bug room is not only known for its awesome smell but 
also for G’s humor.  

Mrs. Schweigert points to her mentor, Grace Nash, while 
speaking to an audience about how she teaches her music 
classes at one of her four spring performances. 
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Filling in for missing drama students, Mr. Sennett rocks out 
with a broom handle and wig behind a sheet in order to cast 
epic shadows. He went on to stage slide “like Marty McFly” 
but instead ripped the knees out of his pants. 



  

Laurie Alexander—Crowheart Aide 
Albert Booky—Tech Coordinator 

Brady Campbell–9-12 Spanish/Piano 
Kiley Chatfield—Industrial Tech 
Cathy Clapp—Reading Specialist 

Kathy Cooper—Elementary Aide 
Mistie Dooley—Bus Driver 

Sue Downham—Special Education 
Linda Duthie—Elementary Secretary 

Julie Fiebiger—PE/Health  

Matthew Frazier—Agriculture/FFA 
Dirk Gosnell—HS Science 

Jeannie Halseide—Sp. Ed Secretary 
Jo Hartman—5th Grade 

Brenda Hyatt—Special Education 

Stacey James—Title 1 Teacher 
Rich Johnson—Lights On  

Joy Jones—Art 
Nancy Jones—Institutional Facilitator 

Susan Kisling—MS/HS Secretary 

Karen Klein—Crowheart Teacher 
Alma Law—MS Language Arts 

Chad Lemley—5th Grade 
Brenda Leonhardt—4th Grade 

Lynn Lindblad—Special Education 

Paul Lundberg—Elementary Principal 
Kati Meeks—3rd Grade 

Brett Morss—Social Worker 
Pepper Ottman—Elementary Aide 

Kathy Pince—MS/HS Secretary 

When the Going Gets Tough,  

Staff Mugshots 52 

This Staff Gets Tougher 
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Richard Quayle—Social Studies 
Rosanne Riley—MS Science 
Sheila Schmidt—4th Grade 
Jenny Schucker—3rd Grade 
Pamela Schweigert—K-8 Music 

Amy Sennett—K-12 Counselor 
Ryan Sennett—English/Publications 
Beau Sheets—MS Math 
Deb Smith—HS Special Ed 
Regina Smith—Special Education 

Dennis VanDenbos & Pamela Schweigert—Science & Music 
Diana Weliever—MS/HS Library Aide 
Nancy Woolery—Elementary Librarian  

Full of “frogs, snails, and puppy-dog tails,” the 
energetic first-grade class is Ms. Fiebiger’s to com-
mand. Here she is working with the group to dis-
cuss the different types of movement involved in 
PE as they begin their new unit. 

Mr. VanDenbos works hard to keep himself and his 
weights class fit. Many of his students admire him for 
his passion and commitment to the class, which he 
shows when he pumps some iron. On behalf of the 
school and the community, we wish him well in retire-
ment.  
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Anxious to keep up with their high school counterparts, nearly half of the eighth grade dons hat and sunglasses to show their school spirit.   
TOP ROW: Megan Miller, Ms. Riley,  Lane O’ Neal, Kristopher Justice, Jack Noe, Travis Fagan, Jordan Martin, JD Grindle, and Tanner Stover. 
MIDDLE ROW: Ambrielle Brown, Kirsten Smith, Robert Buline, Ranelle Hindman, Cole Bossert, Aspen Stagner, and Darcey Maddock.  

United We Stand 
   From blasting off rockets in the parking lot 
during PAWS week to learning the importance 
of teamwork throughout the various sports sea-
sons, the middle schoolers continue to make a 
name for themselves out on the prairie.   
    2010-2011 was marked by tremendous aca-
demic and social growth, as teachers pushed 
their students to new levels and pupils reached 
new heights.  
    While they can get kind of noisy stomping 
through the halls during passing periods, their 
enthusiasm for school is a force to recognize, 
and serves a positive example for those above 
and below them in the ranks.  

“I think I liked the sports most in 7th 
grade, especially football. And I liked 
math, math is awesome.” 

 
-Lincoln David 

Nick Plush, Trevor Keysaw, and company, do their best to stay warm in one of the coldest 
assemblies of the year. In a simulated car crash, the students saw the dangers of drunk driving 
and not wearing seatbelts when first responders extracted victims from smashed vehicles.  

Pages by Tanner Stover 

“Volleyball this year was fun because their was very easy competition. 
When we went to Thermopolis we all stuck our head out the window 
and said ‘Brrrr…it’s cold in here, must be the Cougars atmosphere.’  We 
won a lot of games because the teamwork was outstanding during the 
season.” 

-Jessica Degraw 



Johnny Martinez claws out a new 
move at the middle school dance, 
the aptly named “Cougar Pride.” 
Cole Bossert, shakes his head in 
disbelief, at least until the funky 
moves begin to catch on. 

Ambrielle Brown blasts a solo during practice 
for the upcoming Christmas concert. Thanks 
to everyone's dedication and focus, the concert 
was a big success, going off without a hitch.  

Gabby Cunningham, Delayna 
Loveland, and Ryan Jordan stare 
in wonder before smiling at the 
unfamiliar cameraman. This was 
the beginning of the year, when all 
the sixth graders were just becom-
ing accustomed to middle school 
life. 

William “Michi” McSwain forms the he-man top 
of this peer-pyramid. The students received many 
breaks during PAWS week to keep the blood 
flowing.  

M.S. Division 55 

Coy Carrol masters the three-stick technique on 
the xylophone. Like many students, he likes a 
change of scenery, enjoying the daily migration 
between the regular middle school building over 
to the elementary for Mrs. Schweigert’s music 
room.   

Michael Gerhardt gulps down a refreshing sip o’ 
water during passing period before rejoining the 
rat-race. Michael got lucky this time, since this 
“water-cooler” can get mighty hectic during 
those seemingly random moments when the 
entire school apparently gets thirsty at once.  

Redefining Greatness  

One of the things I enjoy best about this year is how 
much I like “the teachers, especially in math because 
I think Mr. Sheets is a fun teacher,” says Kali Keene.  



8th Grade 56 

Eighth Grade Rises to the Challenge  

Awaiting the car crash to be cleaned up, several eighth graders antici-
pate the outcome. Although the weather was not ideal, the reenactment 
showed everyone how serious car crashes can be. 

Cole Bossert tries to pin his opponent at the Conference Wrestling 
meet that took place at Wind River. Cole is a multisport athlete for the 
young Cougar squads. 

    More than most, this batch of 

eighth graders has shown an ability to 

get along well with their peers. They 

are good at solving their own prob-

lems and have a knack for collaborat-

ing during group discussions and small 

projects.  

   They also set themselves apart with 

their tendency to take responsibility; 

they get work in on time, and if they 

don’t, they rarely blame others. Ms. 

Riley claims, “In many ways, this 

group is the cream of the crop in how 

they act and what they can achieve.” 

She went on to point out that two stu-

dents, Robert Buline and Jordan Mar-

tin, placed at State Science Fair, and 

Dakota Sperry won a special award for 

his use of applied mathematics. We’re 

excited to see what they bring to the 

high school next year as freshmen. 
Michael Kerr and Alex Kini get ready to activate their 
“pop-bottle” car. A majority of the eight grade class 
found science to be a favored subject. 

J.D. Grindle’s rough looking trucker dude mask was only one of 
many highlights in the week leading up to Halloween. Each day 
brought new adventures.  

Showing how tough Wyoming girls are, these chilly eighth graders 
pack a sixty pound hay bale for the “Redneck Relays.” Cheyenne 
and Angel competed in the games during National FFA week.   



  

Megan Bolte 
Cole Bossert  
Ambrielle Brown 
Robert Buline 
Shepp Campbell 

Angel Cascamisi 
Jessica DeGraw 
Travis Fagan 
Marcus Griebel 
J.D. Grindle 

Nessa Hill 
Ranelle Hindman 
Kristopher Justice 
Michael Kerr 
Alex Kini 

Cheyenne Longtine 
Darcey Maddock 
Jordan Martin  
Johnny Martinez 
Abbey Maxheimer 

Brody Miller 
Melinda Nading 
Russel Naef 
Jack Noe 
Lane O’Neal 

Kirsten Smith 
Dakota Sperry 
Aspen Stagner 
C.J. Supino 
Chesnie Whitlock 

“I will miss middle school because of  the 
teachers who I have become comfortable 
with over the past three years, but I really 
can’t wait for the feeling of  moving up to-
wards success.” 

-Ambrielle Brown 

“In the future I will become a billionaire by 
putting my focus on the stock market. Over 
the summer I will participate in N.O.W.L.s, 
which includes camping and having fun in 
the outdoors above Lander.”           
    - Dakota Sperry 
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     Like most kids at the beginning 

the year, new seventh graders enter 

the building not quite sure what to 

expect. There always seems to be new 

kids, courses, and teachers. And while 

it may not be as intimidating as being 

a sixth grader, several themes 

emerged as the yearbook staff tried to 

uncover their thoughts.  

      Many kids shared these common 

questions: “Do I still have the same 

locker? Do I still remember that com-

bination? Will I get along better with 

the teachers?”      

     Although there appears to be 

some fear, most quickly adjust. Mrs. 

Weliever comments, “The seventh 

graders have lots of enthusiasm, eve-

ryone can see it. With that amount of 

energy they will go far and be suc-

cessful.” It is a good thing, too, be-

cause this year saw the introduction 

of Mr. Law, the new middle school 

English teacher, and his own high 

level of engagement. If they got tired 

quickly, they would have difficulty 

keeping up.  

58 7th Grade  

Drew Koenig and Rowdy Sooktis compete to see who 
can finish their warm-up laps first in their P.E. Class. 
Their classmates followed suit.  

Lincoln David, Kali Keene, and Cora Johnson group together to keep warm while 
watching the car wreck simulation. Just like the difficulty of predicting an accident, 
few anticipated the bitter chill that permeated the air.   

Perfecting Their Pattern: 7th Takes Flight 

“7th grade was quite the roller coaster.  We had our ups, 
we had our downs, sometimes we tried to push each 
other off, but in the end we were all there for each 
other.” 
                         -Millie Hopkin 
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Cara Longtine and Jodeci Gion make a human obstacle 
during a break from PAWS testing. Mrs. Gion, Officer 
Johnson, and Mrs. Sennett facilitated the event as mid-
dle schoolers challenged each other in this new form of 
body limbo.   

“Some people were new, but we all became a good crew 
that worked together. 
                         -Jodecie White Wolf-Gion 



  

Chance Ames 
Coy Carroll  
Ta’Lynn Colman 
Corey Cress  
Lincoln David 

Mike Gearheart 
Jodecie Gion 
Tapaynga Hill 
Jasmine Hood  
Maye Hopkin 

Cora Johnson 
Kali Keene 
Drew Koenig   
Marissa Lindley 
Kara Longtine 

Megan Longtine 
Morgan Marshall  
Taylor McCullock 
Michi McSwain 
Haley Meeks 

Deni Lou Nicholls 
Singing Pinetree Ouray 
Keanan Pfisterer  
Tia Peirce 
Zak Rose 
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Rowdy Sookits  
Jancy Sorensen  
Kit Vogel 
Shelly Warren  
Bailey Wilson 

Dustin Woods 
“These kids have matured quite a bit from last year. 
They’ve become more independent and self-directed.” 
                -Mr. Cunningham 



     The sixth graders may be new to the building, but 

they are fitting in like they have been here for years. 

Large and in charge, they keep the halls energized.   

      Although things were a bit chaotic in the fall, 

now that spring has sprung they have definitely 

found their groove. They have adjusted to a lack of 

recess by finding themselves occupied by more re-

sponsibilities.   

        Nicholas Plush said, “I like to change from class 

to class because it makes the day go by faster.” In 

fact, sometimes it can be hard to keep up. While 

most of them still don’t seem to remember to lock 

their lockers, all of them seem ready to move up to 

seventh after the summer break.    

New Kids on the Block 

Ronnie Reese, Tristan Miller, Taylor Tidzump, and Gilbert Shotgun listen in Mr. 
Walker’s health class about the dangers of alcohol and drugs.   

Aubrey Ducharme and Lindsey Taylor wait by their boards so they could be judged 
at the science fair. 

“6th grade is awesome because we have different 
classes and teachers. Also the lockers are cool be-
cause everything can go in it, and no one will take it. 
It was hard to remember the combo at first, though!” 
              -ShoShanna Norris 
 
“I like the independence that comes with middle 
school. We get to hang out with older kids. And even 
though we don’t get a lot of recesses, we get more 
stuff done.” 
                                          -Renee Martinez 6th Grade 60 

John Thoman listens intently to Mr. Law while sporting 
his Cowboy costume for Halloween. 

“We get to do more fun stuff. It’s not 
boring. The teachers are cool, not 
over my shoulder all of the time. In-
centive days are especially fun; my 
favorite was when they gave us pop-
corn and let us play kickball.” 
                                    -Ryan Jordan 



  

Mason Bolte 
Lily Brown 
Thomas Corbett 
Ryan Crabtree 
Gabrielle Cunningham 

Aubrey Ducharme  
Casey Dwyer 
Grady Eckley 
Johnny Fenton 
Ben Hoopengarner  

Danyka Ingalls  
Ryan Jordan 
Trevor Keysaw 
Delayna Loveland  
Antonio Magana  

Renee Martinez  
Tristan Miller  
Shandi Nicota 
ShoShanna Norris 
Lynn Norse 

Aaron Oldman  
Nicholas Plush 
Ronnie Reese 
John Seaman 
Gilbert Shotgun 
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Mackayla Smith  
Mariah Smith  
Lindsey Taylor 
John Thoman 
Aneesha Tibbs 

“Being in middle school is more 
challenging then in elementary 
because I have to work harder to 
get good grades” 
           -Nicholas Plush 

“I like middle school more than  
elementary because we change 
classes every hour so we are not 
in the same room all day.” 

-Gabby Cunningham 



Middle School Girls Sports 

Aspen Stagner focuses on her opponent as 
she nimbly dribbles down the court.   

Jodecie Gion guards the opponent as Darcy  
Maddock makes her way to the basket. 

Kali Keene tosses up the ball for a per-
fect serve that rockets over the net. 

“I enjoyed track because I 
improved every time. 
                 -Megan Bolte 

“I enjoyed track, but regret 
that it was cut short.” 
          -Angel Cascamisi 

“This year in volleyball we 
were very hard to beat 
thanks to our great team. In 
basketball we took third in 
Conference after a pretty 
great season of that, too.” 
               -Aspen Stagner 

“I enjoyed AAU Volleyball. 
It was very fun. I found out 
that I like to play volleyball” 
        -Ranelle Hindman 

“I enjoyed playing  AAU vol-
leyball because it makes me 
happy.” 
         -Ambrielle Brown 

“Track turned out pretty 
well, with some really nice 
weather and some cold stuff, 
too.” 
          -Darcey Maddock 
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“The track coaches were 
awsome!” 
            -Mackenzie Dickinson 

“During the year there were 
many sports and activities 
that were the best — both 
fun to play and to be a part 
of.” 
              -Gabby Cunningham 

Coach Schucker gives the team a quick pep talk in 
between serves. 

Deni Lou Nicholls sets up the ball so Alex Kini 
can spike the ball over the net. 



Back Row: Denni Lou Nichols, Cheyenne Longtine, Jodecie Gion, Alex Kini, Bailey Wilson, Megan 
Longtine. Middle Row: Aspen Stagner, Cara Longtine, Nessa Hill, Darcy Maddock, Kali Keene, Cora 
Johnson. Front Row: Shoshanna Norris, Tapaynga Hill, Maye Hopkin, Singing Pinetree Ouray, Taylor 
McCulloch. 

Back Row: Rene Martinez, Jaylynn Fightingbear, Kodi Anesi, Nata-
sha Lookingbill. Front Row: Heaven Warren, Gabrielle Cunningham, 
Skylar Hall, Layne Sanderson, and Shandi Nacota. 

Back Row: Heaven Warren, Jaylynn Fightingbear, Makayla Smith, 
Coach VanDenbos, and Shoshanna Norris. Middle Row: Kaylyn 
Lundberg, Layne Sanderson, and Skylar Hall. Front Row: Kodi 
Anesi, and Natasha Lookingbill. 

Back Row: Deni Lou Nichols, Lindsey Taylor, Jodecie Gion, Kit Vogel, Bailey Wilson, Haley Meeks, 
Megan Longtine, Coach Garcia. Kneeling Row: Darcy Maddock, Alex Kini, Cheyenne Longtine, As-
pen Stagner. Sitting Row: Maye Hopkin, Cara Longtine, Singing Pinetree Ouray.  
Front Row: Jancy Sorensen and Kali Keene.  

Back Row: Jorden James, Ryan Crabtree, Jack Noe, Cole Bossert, Jordan Martin, Travis Fagan, Shepp Campbell, J.D. Grindle, Dakota Sperry, Drew 
Koenig, Kristopher Justice, Russel Naef, Robert Buline, Coach Quayle, and Coach Schabron. Second Row: J.J. Seaman, William McSwain, Ronnie Reece, 
John Thoman, Marcus Griebel, Samuel Perkins, Logan Alley, Cole Nelson, Klayton Rose. Third Row: Renee Martinez, Singing Ouray, Darcey Maddock, 
Alex Kini, Aubrey Ducharme, Mackenzie Dickinson, Kit Vogel, Jodecie White Wolf Gion, Aspen Stagner, Cheyenne Longtine, Kali Keene, Cora John-
son, Cara Longtine, Megan Longtine. Front Row: Zac Rose, Delayna Loveland, Gabby Cunningham, Christina Kampman, Natasha Lookingbill, 
Mackayla Smith, Shoshanna Norris, Maye Hopkin, Ben Hoopengarner, Ryan Jordan.  
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Zac Rose gets ready to put another young wrestler from Shoshoni 
in a hold during the Wind River duel this season. 

Cole Bossert barely outruns his opponents for a gain against the 
Wyoming Indian Chiefs.  

Robert Buline purges the back field to hand off the ball to the tailback 
who is ready to explode through the line in the middle school football 
game against Shoshoni. 

“I had more fun this year playing football because I am 
one of the team leaders.  
          -J.D. Grindle 

J.D. Grindle strides out to finish his two hundred meter dash during 
the Riverton Invite. 

Middle School Boys Sports 

Jack Noe puts the half on his Shoshoni opponent for a successful 
pin. Jack finished off the season with a Conference Championship 
in his weight class. 

“This season was great. Coach Quayle was awesome, 
and we were real champions.” 
                                  -Jordan Martin 

“I thought track was fun because I did well and the 
weather wasn’t too nasty.” 
                                                                         -Dakota Sperry 

“We are the Champions!! We are the Champions!!” 
                                      -Robert Buline 

“I like wrestling because I got first at Conference. Dur-
ing track I got into shape for football practice this sum-
mer.” 
                                 -Jack Noe 
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Back: Coach Cunningham, Cole 
Bossert, Jordan Martin, Drew 
Koenig, J.D. Grindle, Shepp 
Campbell, Brody Miller, Travis 
Fagan, Kristopher Justice, Jessica 
Degraw (manger), Coach Quayle. 
Middle: Mason Bolte, Cory 
Cress, Lincoln David, Robert 
Buline, Lagrand Willow, Johnny 
Martinez, Chance Ames, Russell 
Neff, Tristan Miller. Front: 
Ronnie Reece, J.J. Seaman, Nicho-
las Plush, Johnny Fenton, Zak 
Rose, John Thoman ,C.J. Supino, 
and Keenan Pfisterer.  

Back: Jessica Degraw (manager), 
Jordan Martin, Jack Noe, Brody 
Miller, Cole Bossert, Russell Neaf.  
Middle: Tristan Miller, Antonio 
Magana, Ben Hoopengarner, 
Chances Ames, Zak Rose, Keenan 
Pfisterer. Front: William McSwain, 
Ryan Jordan, Hunter Hampton, 
John Thoman, Colton Anderson, 
and Samuel Perkins.  

Back: Drew Koenig, Shepp Camp-
bell, Jobby Barquin, Brody Miller, 
Travis Fagen, J.D. Grindle, Coach 
Cress. Middle: Christopher Justice, 
Jordan Martin, Corey Cress, Johnny 
Martinez, Rowdy Sooktis. Front: Zac 
Rose, Chance Ames, William 
McSwain. 

“We won conference in football and it was the best. This year was also pretty great 
in basketball. It was my first year in track, but was overall fun.” 
                                                                                               -Cole Bossert MS Boys Sports 65 



Fourth grader Ryan Becquer goes down head first during Friday 
school. Recess is often the students’ favorite time of the day, 
since they are able to let loose and run around with all of the ex-
cess energy they build up during classes.  

Second grader Cadence Campbell thinks of 
all the options before she finally commits 
to a plunge down the slide. Look out be-
low! 

Kindergartener Falisity Lindley takes 
time from cutting out her paper 
heart to turn and direct her attention 
at the cameraman.    

Fourth grader Brendan Sperry 
perfects his down stack on the 
cycle during the Wind River 
Open Sports Stacking Tourna-
ment. This annual event brings in 
several big schools to come in 
and compete, which is a big hit 
with younger kids.  

Just Getting Started: Elementary on the March 

Preschooler Faye Hellyer builds with lego 
blocks during free time with friends. Many of 
the kids enjoy free time to play games and use 
their imaginations.   

First grader Hunter Pattison pedals his way to 
victory during the Bicycle Safety Rodeo. The 
students learned how to keep themselves safe 
while riding. 

“I like to make people laugh, even 
though I sometimes get in trouble for 

it.”    
   -Brody Tatro 
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Kindergartner Jade Lerwill glances at the 
camera as she cuts out a heart for her project 
they were working on during Valentine’s day.  
The kindergartners work on many projects 
that get to be shown off in the halls for eve-
ryone to enjoy all school year.   

Fourth grader Harley Spicer builds an epic 
snowball during recess. Taking a break 
from her hard work, she has time to pull 
off a smile before getting right back to roll-
ing along the snow. 

Third grader Josie Rose waits in line 
during the Halloween Carnival. Many 
kids, young and old, dressed up for 
this event. 

Classmates Tanner Supino, Westley Sperry, David Jones, Hunter Walker, and Keara Thoman absorb a short film on car and bike safety before 
practicing the stops and tricks recommended by the presentation.  

“I always bring my toy trucks to school so my friends and I can play with 
them during recess.” 

-Shawn Reid 
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Kaylyn Lundberg slides down the twisty slide during recess after the 
morning’s studying.  

Alison Johnson and Christina Kampman are hard at work figuring 
out how to factor the number twelve during a quick math review. 
Such skills will come in very handy next year in middle school.  

     This year’s fifth grade class has been busy, doing their best to 

master the fundamentals before moving on to middle school chal-

lenges.   

     Mrs. Schweigert says that the fifth graders are doing body per-

cussion and recorder for music, and they are focusing on a Jazz 

and Blues styles. With their positive attitudes and frenetic energy, 

it is no wonder she said that the fifth graders are a great bunch of 

kids to work with.  

     Mrs. Hartman has been using different styles of teaching meth-

ods to get the kids to be more engaged in what they are learning, 

such as doing their own research projects. At the beginning of the 

year the kids each had to research an early explorer, collecting an 

extensive list of information before they devised a way to teach it 

back to the class. Mrs. Hartman said that this helps them realize 

that they can teach themselves by teaching others, which increases 

the amount of information they retain in addition to boosting con-

fidence levels.  Confidence is a key ingredient to academic success. 

Fifth Grade Busting Loose 

Cole Nelson is engaged in a Survivor book during AR reading time. In 
this reading incentive program, students read books and take tests for 
points and prizes.  

68 5th Grade  

Samuel Perkins shows his Grandma/Mom how they play the Xylo-
phone in the Canon that they do to warm up. 

Vinnie Dolbow, Hunter Hampton, Logan Alley, Justin Johnson, 
and Jorden James pool their collective minds to solve the difficult 
equation that is projected upon the Smart Board.  



Titan Abeyta 
Logan Alley 
Colton Anderson 
Kodi Anesi 
Kaiden Burk 

Mario C’ Bearing 
Kirsys Campbell 
Vinnie Dolbow 
Jace Dooley 
Gregory Duran 

Jaylynn Fightingbear 
Alex Franck 
Darrell Greer 
Skylar Hall 
Hunter Hampton 

Jorden James 
Alison Johnson  
Justin Johnson 
Christina Kampman 
Natasha Lookingbill 

Kaylyn Lundburg 
Cole Nelson  
Samuel Perkins 
Klayton Rose 
Layne Sanderson 
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Makayla Strahle 
Dillan Trussell  
Heaven Warren 
Royal Wells 
Jordin Williams 

Pages by Jessica Noe 

“They have a lot of  personality and they are  
                               very upbeat when I work with them.”  
                                                                         -Mrs. Gibson 

“Go Fifth and be Great! They are fun, talented,  
                                       and full of  energy. They make me laugh!”   
                                                      -Mrs. Schwiegert 



Pages by Tanner Stover, Jessica Noe, and Darlee Hyatt 

Stepping it up a Notch 

Yvonne Willow enjoys showing off her xylophone and drum skills as the kids jam 
out during a performance. There were three of these “informances” where parents 
could participate with their children. 

    The Fourth graders may be a lot 

of things, but lazy is not one of them. 

From lattice work multiplication to 

outdoor expos, the kids have been 

focused throughout the year.  

    A number of field trips and activi-

ties have helped these tenacious 

young ones experience many real-

world challenges, providing an inten-

sity that hints at what they will find at 

the higher grade levels. They made 

two trips to Casper this year, one to 

the Outdoor Expo and the other to 

the Historic Trails Center. The kids 

liked the trips so much this topic 

dominated many of our conversa-

tions about what was worthwhile this 

year.   

Dominick Brubaker and his mom are hand jiving at 
the spring “informance.” Rather than having a formal 
performance, Mrs. Schweigert decided to have infor-
mal, interactive performance so the parents could par-
ticipate. 

Eddie Hinojosa went all out with his Halloween cos-
tume this year, going so far as to shave his head be-
fore giving himself a fake beard. 

Locked up for poaching cuteness, this group of fourth graders awaits their release 
at the National Historic Trails Expo, where the class learned about many trails 
and their unique histories.  

70 Fourth Grade  

Duane Ingalls participates in a new “hands-on” unit 
for the fourth grade class. Each of the students used 
straws to create different polygons for math. 
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Alexis Acres 
Houston Antone 
Ryan Becquer 
Trista Blower 
Dominick Brubaker 

Nathaniel Burnett 
Madi David 
Mekenzie Gaudern 
Kierra Griffin  
Eddie Hinojosa 

Duane Ingalls 
Madison Jordan 
Ashley Kirby 
Devin Longtine 
Abygail Marler 

Justin Martin 
Owen McAdams  
Jordan Memering 
Morgan Miller 
Justin Lajeunesse 

Kimberly Lajeunesse 
Calyn O Neal 
Quintin Pearce 
Abilene Philleo 
Lexi Snyder 

Brendan Sperry 
Harley Spicer 
Carson Stansfield 
Zane Taylor 
Briahna Terry 

Dakoda Tibbs 
Dylan Vensor 
Yvonne Willow 
Lillian Woods 

“I enjoy making paper airplanes at lunch recess and then flying                                 
                  them with my friends. A lot of  people enjoy watching     
                                          them, which is even more awesome!” 
                                                       -Devin Longtine  



Finding Their Stride and Making Their Mark 
    The third grade class is a dynamic 
mixture of personalities, but they come 
together to form a pretty supportive 
group.   
    They work together, helping each 
other out because it seems to come natu-
ral to them.  
    Over the year they had many suc-
cesses: from perfecting the “Braydon 
Walk” to becoming energetic problem 
solvers, they have continued to improve. 
    Football at recess is a favorite pastime,  
but so is foursquare and the occasional 

game of “Man From Mars.” A big 
thanks to Mr. Morss for making this 
game a part  of the students’ lives.   
    But it’s not all fun and games. The 
third graders are beginning to learn the 
first stages of adding, subtracting, multi-
plying, and dividing. They also love to 
show their artistic skills in art. In Eng-
lish, they are starting to learning the cor-
rect grammar and punctuations to use in 
their writing, which will give them ad-
vantages when it comes to future writing 
opportunities.  

Luke Dwyer concentrates on painting a pumpkin before a Halloween party in his 
glass. The FFA high school students were their to lend a hand, or scoop, whenever 
anyone needed an assist. 

Cub reporter Coleman Stanger gives photography lessons 
to Josephine Oldman and friends. Ever the salesman, 
Coleman realizes the importance of drumming up an in-
terest for future journalism students.  

During the Spring Music Concert, the third graders got the chance to play on the xylo-
phones in front of their parents, friends, and peers. It was big hit for the elementary. 

Taneica Warren forgets the chilly day by sliding 
down the slide during recess. 

72 Third Grade  

“I like recess the most about third 
grade, but I also like reading and 
math; we are learning fractions even 
though they’re kinda hard.”  
      -Braydon Kolson 



 

Devyn Antone 
Savannah Arneach  
Jade Barrett 
Jade Ann Carroll 
Sydney Chatfield  

Andrea Dolbow 
Luke Dwyer 
Zeb Harper  
Taylor Gibson 
Reada Hindman 

Elizabeth Hopkin 
Braydon Kolson  
Elese Lundburg 
Renea Mitchell 
Josephine Oldman 

Taylor Pattison 
Christian Robinson 
Josie Rose 
Mindy Russell 
Skye Sanderson 

Jorden Schmuck 
Naya Shime 
Julia Smith  
Broox Sorensen  
Katelynn Strahle 

Brody Tatro 
Skyler Terry   
Braxton Tidzump  
Zackery Tingle 
Kage Vogel 

Veronica Ward 
Taneica Warren 
Sean White 
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“I really like quiet reading 
and learning about Mexico in 
social studies.” 
   -Devyn Antone 



One Step Up: The Next Level 

Carissa Lindley, Hailey Spray, and Shelby Ames pose together before 
the Elementary Christmas Concert.  Every year the elementary puts on 
a concert with both traditional and new Christmas music. 

Kamron Ritter reads intently during free reading time.  Most of the sec-
ond graders enjoy this time to sit back and enjoy a good book.  

The second graders sit quietly as they listen to guest reader Mr. 
Gomendi share a book.  

“My favorite subject in school is math, especially 
when we are doing the math boxes during class.” 
                                                       -Cole Barrett 

Colter Collver, David Yates, Gage Williams, and Aaron Smith listen to 
the fifth graders during the Bike Rodeo. The fifth graders helped host 
the bike rodeo for the rest of the elementary grades. 

    Known to be one of the 
sweetest cohorts, the second 
grade works hard to do kind 
deeds for each other and their 
teachers. For instance, they have 
no problem filling a bean jar 
where each bean represents a 
nice act for someone else. 
Moreover, they stick up for each 
other, both in the class and on 
the playground, recognizing the 
good things their peers accom-
plish. 
    Throughout the year, the kids 
have been working on being the 

best of the best at everything 
they do, whether it is taking a 
test or reading a higher level 
book.   
    In second grade there is a 
variety of activities for the stu-
dents to do. From reading to 
science to math, their days are 
filled with variety of activities 
that sure keep them busy. With 
all the possibilities, no one 
doubts that the second graders 
will be better prepared for their 
future in the third grade and 
beyond.   
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Hunter Abeyta 
Shelby Ames 
Cole Barrett 
Iva Brewbaker 
Sierra Brubaker 

Cadence Campbell 
Colter Collver 
Pricilla Gould 
Harlie Hardcastle 
Patrick Jacobson 

Nakoya Kampman 
Kaden Keysaw 
Zaylee Lane 
Carissa Lindley 
Hezekiah Phillips 

Kamron Ritter 
Charlie Shmuck 
Aaron Smith 
Hailey Spray 
Stockman Stagner 

Dustin Supino 
Joshua Tingle 
Gage Williams  
David Yates 

Harlie Hardcastle attempts and aces the cycle stack during the 
cup stacking tournament that was held here at Wind River.  

Mary Noe assists Kaden Keysaw with fitting a brand new 
bike helmet during the bike rodeo.   
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While listening to Ms. Woolery read to the 
class, Wyatt Mcomie, Dixon Sorensen, and  
Eli Jackson wait patiently for the book to 
reach its exciting ending.  

In first grade, Zylance Lane  searches for a 
pencil while Aubrey Naef asks Mrs. 
Nicholls for help using rhyming words. 

    The learning starts fast in Ms. Pattison’s 
kindergarten class. To help build dexterity, 
the young pupils are asked to use their writing 
hand to pick up objects with a pair of tongs 
to help strengthen the muscles in that particu-
lar hand. They use these motor skills to ex-
periment with writing lower-case and upper-
case letters.  
    To develop their verbal communication 
skills, they are often asked to bring in a pic-
ture of their family members and then tell a 
story. These stories include a beginning, mid-
dle, and an end of what is going on during 
that particular day. 
    In first grade, Mrs. Nicholls states, “My 
favorite part of getting to work with my stu-
dents is getting to see them grow and learn 
more and more every day.” Mrs. Nicholls is 
having her students try out a new skill called 
Brain-Based Learning. This is research that 
shows that children learn more by movement 
and visuals because they enjoy it more than 
sitting in their desk and writing all day. She 
has them cross their arms and legs, then 
touch objects to help with their memory.  

76 Pre/1st/Kindergarten  

  

Seeing the World Through New Eyes 

Preschoolers Cole Long and Eden Law 
show their creative dance skills during the 
clean up song in Ms. Applegate's class. 

 

Ms. Applegate has two class periods; one is Monday and Tuesday while the other class is 
Wednesday and Thursday. These young students are extremely creative and show off their 
distinct personality every second of every day. In both the pictures, Preschoolers smile and/
or stare at the photographer when they were having their class picture taken.  

Kindergarteners Westley Sperry and Tanner Supino inventively wait for the directions 
from their teacher Mrs. Pattison.  
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Caleb Abbott 
Eddie Bailey 
Tyrel Blowers 
Landen Brownlee 
Andrea Clark 
Cade David 
Bailey Grant 

Eli Jackson  
Zylance Lane  
Wyatt Mcomie 
Jaden Miller 
Aubrey Naef 
Hunter Pattison 
Stran Peck 

Shawn Reid  
Joshua Rose 
Alex Smith 
Dixon Sorensen 
Ty Taylor 
Keara Thoman 
Tanna Wagner 

Jayton Barquin  
Danielle Bednarcik 
Anna Beth Bornhoft 
Caleb Brown 
Kylarae Davis 
Annaliesa Friday 
K.C. Gibson 

Calder Johnson 
David Jones 
Kolin Krizan 
Brayden Leonhardt 
Jade Lerwill 
Falisity Lindley 
Wylie Shearer 

Will Smith 
Westley Sperry  
Taylor Strahle 
Tanner Supino 
Hunter Walker 
Anne Yoder 

Taylor Strahle and Annaliesa Friday are creating 
Jack-O-Lanterns just before Halloween. They 
explain that they already have pumpkins at 
home but are having fun doing it again with the 
FFA members. 

“I like to play football in 
the gym and read Star Wars 
during reading time in Ms. 
Nicholls’s class.”    
                        -Eli Jackson 

On Valentine’s Day, Bailey Grant and Tanna 
Wagner sit patiently in Mrs. Nicholls’s class, 
awaiting instructions.    

Pages by Devon Burrell 

“They have become more 
outgoing over the year, 
friendlier with each other 
and adults.” 
                      -Mrs. Sennett 



Of course everyone looked forward to the fund-raising activities throughout the week, but by 
Friday the blood was pumping in anticipation of the night’s ball games. Here the Cougar boys 
huddle up to get revved up to challenge the Lovell Bulldogs.  

The sophomores cheer Caiden Pfisterer, who 
hopes to eat a whole donut dangling from a 
string. Caiden helped secure a clutch victory 
against the junior’s relay squad.   

The sophomore class tries to hang in while 
giving their all to win in the week’s Tug-Of-
War duals between the high school classes.  

Showing a Lot of  Hope for a Little Community 
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No, Brandon Jennings is not finally shaving his 
beard of power. Instead, he’s taking one for his 
relay team. And we thank you.  

     Noses digging through worms, girls 
dressing as boys, boys being kissed by their 
mothers: what do all these events have in 
common? They were done as a tribute to 
recognize and remember those who are 
presently, or have been, affected by cancer.  
      The girls basketball team hosted a 
school-wide “Cancer Week” to help raise 
money for a local community member 
battling cancer. The goal was set at $5,000.  
      Coach Walker played a major part in 
organizing the week’s events, and stated: 
“We were a little concerned that we set 
such a lofty goal, but it all turned out bet-
ter then we could have even asked for. The 
basketball teams and the school not only 
reached their goal, but doubled it with a 
staggering total of $10,000 dollars.”  
      Each day of the week had a different 
theme to keep everyone involved in the 
festivities. Annoying songs were played 
during passing periods, “Barbie Girl” and 
“I Whip My Hair Back and forth,” until 
enough money was donated to stop the 
music. These donations were coupled with 
jars set aside for volunteer teachers. The 
teacher who earned the most had to wear 

the Cougar mascot suit during the basket-
ball games.  
      Each day revolved around a theme: 
Monday’s “Survivor Day” was based on 
class-versus-class matchups. Tuesday was 
“We Remember Day,” where a candle 
lighting was held for the community mem-
bers to come in to honor lost family and 
friends. Wednesday was possibly the most 
interesting day of the week, “Cross Dress 
Day,” which allowed students a chance to 
master all new styles of fashion. 
      Thursday the school was nothing but a 
sea of pink — in the halls, on the students, 
in the gym, everywhere. The Wind River 
Recreation Board paid for a pink t-shirt for 
everyone in the building. These “Cougars 
Fighting Cancer” shirts were proudly worn 
on Thursday and during the following 
day’s games.  
      Friday’s basketball games were a huge 
hit as well. With the pink jerseys for the 
girls team and the pink arm and head 
bands for the boys team. Before and dur-
ing the games a silent auction managed to 
rustle up even more funds to donate.  
 



The sheepish Mr. Gosnell dodges a Cougar-sized 
hug from Mr. Sennett, the lucky winner of the 
mascot competition where students’ donations 
determined which teacher wore the suit during the 
home game.  

During the Thursday afternoon assembly, one of 
the most popular events is shown with Dylan Coo-
per awaiting a kiss on the cheek from his mother, 
who he thinks is his secret crush.  

Tim Maul, Roger Wagon, Kali Bronco, Dale Grindle, Lindsey D’Andrea, and Kelsi 
Davidson show what it’s like to walk a mile in someone else’s shoes.  

Let the games begin: 
Tayler Gordon hands 

off the egg that she dug 
out of Jell-O to Lydia 
Johnson, who had to 

run around a table in a 
figure eight while bal-

ancing the egg on a 
spoon. Although all four 

classes did well, the 
freshmen had a lot to 
prove, justifying their 

high numbers with great 
talent. 

“It gave the students something to 
unite on. They raised a lot more 
money than they ever anticipated, and 
it allows them to set a higher goal for 
next year.” 
     -Mr. Lacock  

“It was awesome to see everyone come 
together as one to combine all the sup-
port that was shown for a couple families 
in the community.” 
    -Lindsey D’Andrea  

“Pink week stood for more than something that was just earning 
money; it helped the school and the community come together to 
create something bigger than Wind River has ever seen.”   
            -Stetler Hopkin 

“It was amazing to see the school and community join forces and 
raise enough money to help out people within our community. It al-
lowed us to make a significant difference in someone else's life.”  
                   -Macayla Arrington 
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During Homecoming Week, the seniors competed with the 
younger classes to see who had the most school spirit. Turns out, 
the seniors know how to be true Cougars by wearing all of their 
purple. 

This year during the basketball season, our school was introduced 
to “super fans!” They successfully supported our team with their 
school spirit.. 

“Life is what happens 
when you’re busy 
making plans.” 

For celebrating their last year, the seniors got together and spent a day 
with each other going on many adventures. Here Sierra Collver, Nikki 
Cooper, Hope Hoffman, Tim Maul, Kim Steinhoff, and Brandon 
Jennings all chilled out at the park. 

Tim Maul, Coleman Stanger, and Tanner Gilliland take a moment 
to rest alongside this stoic sailor before continuing their journey 
through the streets of D.C. 

80 Culmination/Graduation   



1) One of the most nerve-racking feelings on 
graduation day is the wait before going to the gym; 
at least they had group support here in the library. 
2) Matthew Murdock excitedly receives his di-
ploma after 12 years of school. 3) Feeling quite 
accomplished, a few of the senior girls can no 
longer contain their happy emotions. 4) Randi 
Williams walks across the podium to receive her 
well-earned diploma. 5).  The senior boys remi-
nisce about their time together before gearing up 
for their big graduation march.  

2 1 

5 

3 4 
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 A 
Abbott, Caleb 77 
Abeyta, Hunter 
Abeyta, Lena 
Abeyta, Theodore 
Acres, Alexis 71 
Adams, Lonnie  
Alley, Logan 68, 69 
Alley, Morgan 25 
Alexander, Laurie 
Alison, Jody 
Ames, Chance 59  
Ames, Shelby 74, 75 
Anderson, Becky 
Anderson, Colton 69 
Anesi, Kodi 69 
Ankrom, Jason 25, 48, 49 
Antone, Devyn 3, 73 
Antone, Drew 19, 21, 27, 39 
Antone, Houston 71 
Applegate, Amy 
Aragon, Ashley 
Arneach, Savannah 73 
Arrington, Macayla 25, 33, 37, 40, 
78 
 B 
Bappe, Luke 4, 6, 92, 93 
Bailey, Eddie 77 
Balber, Ghent 
Barrett, Cole 74, 75 
Barrett, Donna 
Barrett, Jade 73 
Barquin, Jayton 77 
Becquer, Ryan 66, 71 

Becker, Jessie 71 
Bednarcik, Danielle 77 
Blankenship, Annawynn 4, 6, 9, 17, 
33, 40, 92, 94 
Blankenship, Dylan 16, 25, 91 
Blowers, Trista 71  
Blowers, Tyrel 77 
Bobnick, Joseph 69 
Bolte, Mason 61  
Bolte, Megan 54, 57, 62 
Booky, Albert 
Borgan, Val 
Bornhoft, Annabeth 
Bossert, Cole 55, 56, 57 
Brewbaker, Iva 75 
Broncho, Kali 18, 20, 21, 37, 40, 79 
Brown, Ambrielle 54, 55, 57, 62 
Brown, Caleb 77 
Brown, Gabrielle 77 
Brown, Jesse 15, 16, 34, 39, 42, 43 
Brown, Lily 
Brownlee, Landen 77 
Brubaker, Dominick 70, 71 
Brubaker, Sierra 75 
Burnett, Nathan 71 
Burrell, Devon 19, 21, 27, 48, 49 
Burk, Kaiden 69 
Bryant, Nichole 
Buline, Robert 54, 57 
 C 
C’Bearing, Amanda 16, 19, 21, 29, 
34, 40, 41 
C’Bearing Jordan 4, 6, 35, 38, 39, 
43, 92, 93 

C’Bearing, Mario 69 
Campbell, Brady 
Campbell, Cadence 66, 75 
Campbell, Jennifer  
Campbell, Kirsys 69 
Campbell, Randi 12, 14, 15, 33, 34 
Campbell, Shepperd 3, 57 
Cameron, Jodie 
Capitan, Verna 15 
Caproni, Holly 
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Back Row: Darby Wright, Verna Capitan, Anna Smith, Dalyn Grindle, Darlee 
Hyatt, Katelyn Davis, Macayla Arrington, Grace Kinder, Shantel Miller, Tayler 
Gordon. Middle Row: Lindsey D’Andrea, Morgan Alley, Amanda C’Bearing, 
Sarah Merkl, Kelsi Davidson, Elley Votruba, Danica Maddock, Tory Thoman, 
Randi Campbell. Front Row: Jordan Barquin, Katelyn Downing, and Tamara 
LaJeuenesse. 

Top: Coach Miller, Michaun Yellowplume, Brett Groesbeck, Hailey Norris, Dar-
lee Hyatt, Anna Blankenship, Tristan Yellowplume, Macayla Arrington, Coach 
Walker. Middle: Elley Votruba, Kali Broncho, Tory Thoman, Tamara La-
Jeunesse, Josee Vogel, Kelsi Davidson, Tayler Gordon. Bottom: Amanda C’Bear-
ing, Jody Johnson, Darby Wright, Grace Kinder, Verna Capitan, Lydia Johnson. 

Top: Jordan C’Bearing, Joe Lupher, James Steinhoff, Tyson Lone Bear, Ryan 
Weliever, Jesse Brown, Tanner Gilliland. Bottom: Clayton Reinick, Ward Gor-
dan, Joe Tidzump, Lawry Johnson, Roger Wagon, Zach Lindstadt.   

Top: Dylan Lookingbill, Randy Gerhardt, Shay Horton, Coleman Stanger, Stetler 
Hopkin, Dalton Perkins, Charles Oldman, Dylan Cooper, Coach Cunningham. 
Bottom: Alex Collver, Cody Culver, Richard Lundberg, Tyler Degraw, Tia 
Hampton, Caiden Pfisterer.  

Back Row: Coach Maendl, R.J. Seamen, Shay Horton, Tyler Rupe, Clayton Re-
inick, Coleman Stanger, Tyson Lone Bear, James Steinhoff, Ryan Weliever, 
Randy Gerhardt, Stetler Hopkin, Tim Maul, Coach Walker Middle Row: Coach 
Sheets, Joe Lupher, Drew Antone, Kaiden Koenig, Zack Linstadt, Marty Tho-
man, Ward Gordon, Dylan Lookingbill, Jordan C’Bearing, Charlie Oldman, Ben 
LaJeunesse, Bottom Row: Annawynn Blankenship, Marissa Stover, Caiden Pfis-
terer, Dylan Cooper, Alex Collver, Tanner Stover, Tim Dwyer, Joe Tidzump, 
Lawry Johnson, Tyler DeGraw, Sierra Collver. 

Top: Pete Ouray, R.J. Seamen, Tim Dwyer, Ward Gordan, Brandon Jennings, 
Coleman Stanger, Sam Middlestadt, Tyler Rupe, Joe Lupher, Dylan Looking-
bill, Kaiden Koenig, Tanner Stover, Dalton Perkins. Middle: Lawry Johnson, 
Lydia Johnson, Sarah Merkl, Dayln Grindle, Katelyn Downing, Anna 
Blakenship, Jordan O’Neal, Brett Groesbeck, Josee Vogel, Taylor Gordan, 
Verna Capitan. Bottom: Ben LaJuenesse, Ashley Giles, Randi Campbell, Tami 
LaJeunesse, Ellie Fagan, Darby Wright, Dylan Cooper.  

Congratulations, High School 
Cougar Athletes, for a year well done! 



 



Skull Cleaning 

Bugs N’ Bones 

1994 Cougar Drive 

Pavillion, Wyoming  82523 

Phone: 307-856-7970 

Skull Prices: 

Raccoons & Smaller….....................$20 

Bears & Mountain Lions………….$35 

Antelope & Deer……….……………$40 

Elk & Moose…………………………..$50 

Big Horn Sheep……………………...$55 

Long Horned Steers..……..............$60 

Buffalo…………………………………$75 

From cleaning coyotes to 

bears, alligators to elk, Bugs 

N’ Bones will clean almost any 

type of skull you want, but we 

prefer fresh! Along with the 

beetles and students cleaning 

your skulls, we whiten all skulls 

individually. 

     PIPE. FABRICATION. 
       HIGH PRESSURE & X-RAY. 

 
QUALITY WORKS 

CERTIFIED–INSURED 
ANYTIME–ANY PLACE 

  
JOHN CAPRONI 

307-856-1475 
CELL 307-851-5297 

P.O. BOX 85. PAVILLION, WY  82523 

CAPRONI WELDING INC. 

Jerrys Flowers & Things 

409 EAST MAIN 

RIVERTON, WY   82501 

307-856-444 * 307-856-4280  

888-856-4447 * FAX 307-857-5444 

JERRY & LORI KINTZLER 

FROM THE STORE WITH SO MUCH BLOOMING IMAGINATION 



Music 

Succeeding together  
against all odds. 

 
A college prep program available in all Fremont County high schools. 

 
Offering skills to be successful in high school and college.  Participants earn 

quarterly stipends. 
 

Students who meet eligibility requirements can join as 9th or 10th graders. 
 

For more information call 855-2025 or visit us on the web at  
www.cwc.edu/What/Upwardbound. 

Mammoth 
CD’s *  Guitars * Horns * and More 

New & Used * Special Orders 
318 E. Main Street 

Riverton, WY 82501 

(307)  856-0258 * 1-800-310-0528 

Music  

In Loving Memory of 
Gerald H. Fehring  

(Jerry Fehring) 
Thanking both him and his 

family for all that they have 
done through the years for 

the school, their children, and 
the many other lives they 

have impacted. You will be 
missed. 



Wind River FFA 
Custom Metal Art 
We can customize anything  

made to order  

Contact Matt Frazier 
Phone: (307) 856-6327 (ext) 125 

Located in Wind River High School 
1994 Cougar Drive 

Pavillion, WY, 82501 

• Coat Hangers 
• Patio Sets 

• Benches 
• Bar Stools 

• Fire Pits 
• Kitchen Sets 

• Welcome Signs 
• Bathroom Sets 



A limited liability company 

CONGRATULATIONS ! 
to the  

GRADUATING 
CLASS of 2011 

You kids truly are a credit to your school… 
some of the best and the brightest in the State… 
now go out and make a difference in the world. 

 Just don’t forget to stop by and visit us little people 
when you get all rich and famous ☺ 

 
Behind Safeway on Pershing 

in Riverton 

OPEN 7 days a week for 
your shopping convenience 



Colophon 

Until next time, the  
publications staff would like to 
encourage everyone to explore 

their true colors.  

We hope you have enjoyed 
reading, and look forward to 

seeing you again in 2012.  
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